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THE ARCH/TECT AND THE PLANNER

Robert I. Jaslow, M.D., Director, Division of Mental Retardation, Sooial and

Rehabilitation Service, Department of Health, Eduoation & Welfare

Six million citizens, 100,000 new-born children each year

in the US are olassified as mentally retarded. Hintorically

they have been given minimal care, usually ouGtodial and

without recognition of any potential for rehabilitation and

social adjustment. Personal dignity and respect were ignored.

Today there is an awareness of the many social, medical, edu-

cational, and rehabilitation problems faced in creating a

better life for all citizens. This has stimulated new ap-

proaches. Nowhere are these bolder than in the area of

mental retardation -- through efforts at government, state

and looal levels. Modern concepts in programming new con-

struotion emphasize small community-oriented facilities,

providing a pattern of living nearer normal than is possible

in the large, remote institution which must today find now

roles in providing speoifio services in keeping with a new

philosophy. There are two federal programs of grant-in-aid

for construction on a matching basis under P.L. 88-164.

One of these makes funds available for providing faoilities

for direot services at the community level; the other for

university-affiliated facilities to train specialized per-

sonnel. Federal government publications such as " Design

of Faoilities for the Mentally Retarded" and "Planning

Facilities for the Mentally Retarded" provide guidanoe in

design. Mental Retardation staff will consult with archi-

tects on programming and all phases of design and construo-

tion. The arohiteot has a vital role to play and we need

his best efforts and special talents. He must base his con-

cept of design on a knowledge of modern philosophies of oars

for the retarded. Ho is a member of a multi-disoiplinary

team from the beginning. During the evolution of the func-

tional program, during the creation of the efficient design,

and during the evaluation of the new building he must aotive-

ly exchange ideas with his fellow team members. As an en-

lightened member of society he is oonsoious of developments

in all fields and must refleot these and predict advances

in the structures that he designs. He must present a new

image of the field of mental retardation to othor members

of the general publio by the physical environment he creates.

In providing a oommunity service he must understand the

total community need, philosophy and plan. His judgement

will often be required in the feasibility of replacement,

versus new design, to meet standards. The need is not to

build buildings alone. He must inspire those who work in
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the building. He must design for the individual for whom

he is constructing a home, a school, a place of work. This

is not to say that we know all the answers to the question

"what do we want?". We need to test further the kinds of

environment most effective in dealing with differing needs

of retarded individuals. The Division of Mental Retardation

moves forward in an exciting assooiation with the Social

and Rehabilitation Service of the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare. We shall do much to coordinate pro-

grams for the retarded at the federal level, as has been

done in state and local programs. A national clearing

house of information and resource material on mental retar-

dation, and, within it, an architectural information and

research oenter is in the planning stage. This will enable

us to be of greater service to you as it develops.

THE ARCIMECTURAL PROGRAMMING PROCESS

Roger Yost, AIL, Campbell-Miohael -Yost, Architects, Portland, Oregon

Facilities for the mentally retarded involve many disciplines

and many new problems. They exemplify the changing complexi-

ties and opportunities of our society, and they share its

problems. These must be analyzed in the program and refleo-

ted in the design. Architectural programming at present,

however, is the most unresolved of the architectural pro-

cesses. At this time recognition must be given to $ 1. The

importance and difficulty of the task; 2. The need for ade-

quate time and money to be expended ; 3. Architect-involve-

ment at an early stage; 4. The need for specialized consul-

tation; 5. Continued evaluation and modifioation of program

procedures to meet changing demands.

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Robert B. Price, FAIA, Architect, Taooma, Washington

Good design oan only arise from a well-defined program and

through thorough knowledge of the problem. The environment

we create is an important tool in the learning process, can

simplify the job of teaching and administration; can impart

upon community, teaoher and student a sense of pride. A

pleasant environment is not a "frill" -- it is an absolute

necessity, The design team should inolude not only the ar-

chitect, structural, eleotrioal and meohanioal engineer, but,

most importantly, the landscape architect and the artist.

(Complete text on page 18).
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REMOVING ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS IS NOT'ENOUGH
Elsie D. Helsel, Ph.D., United Cerebral Palsy Association, Columbusl.Ohio

Removal of architectural barriers is not enough -- the men-

tally retarded and physically handicapped person must receive

architectural support. In order to understand the resident

as an individual, the architect should program him through

a hypothetical day, learn about his past, foresee his future,

recognize all his handicaps not only those visible. The
resident who enters classified as 'nen-ambulatory' will

hopefully not remain so. Architectural support is required
to avoid limitations to his program. Specifically, space

must be allowed for bulky equipment at bedside; acoess to

dining, day areas, training spaoes, and to the outdoors

must be unhampered; toilet arrangements must be convenient;
the incentive to walk must be provided. Above all, the at-
mosphere must be stimulating and attractive.
(Complete text on page 21).

PLANNING FACILITIES FOR THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Mrs. ,Paul L. Patterson, Oregon Society for Crippled Children and Adults, and

Committee for Employment of the Handicapped, Portland, Oregon

In Oregon a joint committee, composed of the Governor's Com-
mittee on 'Employ the Handicapped', an architect, a repre-

sentative of builders, and the Easter Seal Society, has been

given the responsibility of providing information on planning
faoilities for the Physically handicapped. Our primary pur-

pose is the prevention and correction of arohiteotural bar-
riers in publio as well as private buildings. Dissemination
of information is through illustrated lectures at community
functions, and through mailing of pertinent publications.

Of particular interest to architeots is a 12-page bulletin
issued by the American Standards Association, available from .

the Easter Seal Society, 4343 S.W. Corbett Avenue, Portland,

Oregon, 97201.

ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS
Robert H. Dietz, FAIA, Dean, College of Architecture and Urban Planning,

University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, and Member, National Commission

on Architectural Barriers.

Architectural barriers are a problem not only to the men-
tally retarded, but to all of the 10 percent of our popula-

tion who are handicapped. These,persons are denied the full
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benefits of our society by handicaps we have built into our
physical environment. Our social responsibility to alle-
viate these oonditions is urgent. Efforts have been made,
but much more needs to be done. The American Standard Asso-
ciation Specifications 'Making Buildings and Facilities
Accessible to and Usable by the Physically Handicapped,'
issued in 1961 was a significant step forward. Many Federal
agenoies are now and have been using this guide, but poli-
cies are diverse and inoonsistent. Passage of Senate Bill
# 222 or a similar bill enaoted into law, will eliminate
many of thee problems at the Federal level and stimulate
wider efforts. Action by states is encouraging. ,At present
32 states have passed legislation in some form, requiring
that all buildings with financial or supervisory control by
state agencies be free of barriers. Government agencies will
be encouraged to continue their efforts, but attention must
be directed to the private sector. Costs, and the demands
of the olient are always debatable points. But barrier-free
design need not add to the cost of a building. Revision
of building oodes to inolude safeguards for the handicapped
is essential. The Commission's Report will be submitted to
the President in the spring of 1968 with its findings and
recommendations. It is hoped that it will stimulate and
aooelerate present efforts.

AN OVERVIEW OF DAY FACILITIES FOR THE NIUTALLY RETARDED
Gene Hensley, Ph.D., Director, Rehabilitation and Special Eduoation Program
for Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, University of Colorado

Non-residential day facilities provide primarily diagnosis
and evaluation, eduoation and training, and sheltered em-
ployment. Community day facilities for the retarded should
be programmed to provide only those services that are not
otherwise efficiently available in the oommunity. Among
programs now operating for the retarded in various communi-
ties are: 1. Pre-school programs; 2. Training and activity
oenters for sohool-age ohildren whose handioaps may exclude
them from public schools; 3. Adult training and activity
centers for post-school eduoation and training; 4. Sheltered
workshops; 5. Public school programa in special eduoation
for eduoable and trainable retarded. Classrooms should be
flexible enough to permit a variety of internal arrangements.
Some present trends include homemaking oenters within class-
rooms and fewer structured areas, wider use of carpeting,
and playground aotivities pulled inside, and classroom ac-
tivities extended outside. Physioal facilities can set the
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stage for high-quality work with the retarded, and a well

designed physical plant, properly equipped and effectively

utilized, will determine the ease with whioh ohanges in

behavior oan bo effected. Some general oonsiderations in

planning community eduoational centers for the retarded are:

1. Importance of consulting with the teacher who will use the

facility; 2. Desirability of looation where mentally retarded

are not segregated from total school population; 3. Roam

sizes larger than standard classrooms ( approxi-
mately 60 sq ft per pupil reoommended), with spaoe for such

activities as individual instruction, minimal academics and

language stimulation, educational play, personal grooming,

arts and orafts, and group intor-aotion; 4. Aooustioal treat-

ment where noise may be distracting, and proper heating,

000ling and lighting; 5. Speoial needs for storage; 6. FUrni-

shings and special furniture; 7. Speoial arohiteotural con-

siderations for the multiply handicapped.

PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM AND FACILITIES (PART I)

Mrs. Helen Gordan, Headetart, Day Care and Eduoation Program Analyst

The architect must provide a good physical and psychological

indoor and outdoor setting to meet the needs of the teaoher

and her children within her defined program. She manipulates

elements of the total environment to develop motor, tactual,

visual and audial skills, to eduoate the ohildren to their
highest potential and to improve their sooial dkills. The

physioal and natural environment must provide ample oppor-

tunity and stimulation, both structured and unstructured,

for children to exercise those skills. The psychological

need of the ohild, espeoially with regard to scale and

color must be fulfilled and may not be the same as that of

the adult. To be effeotive, teachers must work with each

other, with other members of an interdisciplinary teampand

above all with parents. Observation of activities and
communication must bo faoilitated.
(Complete text on page 28).

PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM AND FACILITIES (PART II)

Roger T. Johnson, AIA, Architect, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Continuity is important for the pre-sohool child. Ideally

there dhould be no more than two ohildren for every staff

member; olassroame,should be about 600 sq ft in area, with
adjacent toilet faoilities and storage space; rooms should
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have darkening devioes and meohanioal ventilation; a small
observation room with one-way glass is desirable; classrooms
should have sense of enclosure; in general, facilities should
be kept small.

SCHOOL FACIL/TIES (PART I)
William 0. Oliver, Ed0., Direotor of Special Education, Monterey County Publio
Sohools, Salinas, California

Out of 1,000 children approximately 30 are mentally retarded.
Of these, 25 are eduoable and can often be served.in regular
school settings. 3-4 are trainable, requiring a more simple
and rudimentary type of training. These children are special
and need special teaching -- not a watered-down regular pro-
gram -- if-they are to develop the best possible soeial skills
and job-holding skills. They need more than another room.
The program and predictions for future ehange must be ade-
quately defined and translated into design. The 'educable'
learn in concrete ways around shops and home-making experience.
They are best managed in small groups around home-room cores.
Many will eventually hold jobs. The 'trainable' will be de-
pendent for the most part, when out of school. They will
live at home or in foster or group homes, or in institutions.
It is important to teaoh them to be as useful and self-suf-
ficient as possible. They learn by routine training and ex-
posure to many different conditions. The proper arohiteotural
setting will ease the teaohing process.

SCHOOL FACILITIES (PART II)
H. David Sokoloff, A/A, Laokey-Sokoloff-Hamilton-Blewett, Architects, San
Francisco, California

Sohool faoilities are expected to follow more and More the
'systems approaoh'. Pre-paokaging of food and infra-red
ovens, for example, are ehanging current food supply systems.
Carpet-leasing with built-in maintenance will beeome mere
standard. We are in a period of ehange with constant pro-
liferation of knowledge. The arohiteot must beware of de-
signing a framework too rigid to a000mmodate to future
changes. Behavioral response to environment must be more
thoroughly investigated.



YOUNG ADULT TRA/NING CENTERS (PART I)
Densley H. Palmer, Ph.D., Department of Physioal Medicine and Rehabilitation,
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington

Three topics are under discussions 1. The focus upon bringing
about changes in behavior; 2. The capability for shifts in
training programs; 3. The design of a facility whioh will
enable the staff to compensate for the defioits in the intel-
lectual funotioning of the trainees. Generally, these indi-
viduals have small attention spans, limited motivation,
poor stimulus control, memory deficit, emotional disturbanoe
and other le'ss obvious handicaps and defioits. All these
characteristics oan to a degTee be oompensated, overcome,
deoreased by manipulation of elements within the environment.
(Comlaete text on page 32).

YOUNG AtULT TRAIN/N0 MITERS (PART II)
Denorval Unthank, Jr., A1A, Wilmsen, Endicott Unthank, Arohiteots, Eugene,Oregon

The architeot must concern himself with program data, the
activities and goals of his client. A unique design chal-
lenge exists for the architect in assisting the retarded to
learn the necessary 'survival skills' that are needed, as for
example the use of public conveyancespor the handling of
business transactions. Through olarifioation of the paths
of movement by means of clear graphio symbols, oolor coding
and lighting, the architeot can greatly comlensate for the
deficits in intelleotual functioning of the retarded. Human
response to environment must be further investigated.

DESIGNING RESIDENTIAL LIVING UNITS FOR PERSONS WITH MENTAL RETARDATIONS
Henry W. Maier, Ph.D., Sohool of Sooial Work, University of Washington, Seattle, .

Washington

Let the arohiteot think of the residential unit as an arena
for a 'program in daily living'. Think of the living space,
rather than the bed space eaoh resident will require. Each
resident has his individual need, an individual desire for
contact with people. On the ono hand epaoe is required for
self-containment within sub-groups, on the other hand the
need exists for small living groups that oan also merge into
larger groups for joint living activities. Consider the re-
sident's oapaoity for coping with life and provide encourage-
ment to live withinrhis limitations. Give him a oomfortable
floor, if he is crawling; stimulating surroundings, if he is
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in bed. Think of the staff who works, lives, and has perk-

sonal oontaet with the resident. Build well for a temporary

set-up, but allow for ohange and improvement in the future.

(Complete text on page 39).

LIVING UNITS FOR THE MILD AND MODERATE RETARDED

Osoar Kurren, Ph.D., School of Soeial Work, Portland State College,

Portland, Oregon

Total partioipationvcomplete personal involvement is ne-

cessary on the part of the architect to design an effective

facility. He must spend timo at the institution in pre-

paration for the design; consult with the staff. The ar-

chitect oan serve as unifying foroe and oan dispel biases

that may have developed among the staff. He oan break dawn

compartmentalisation that may have frozen into fixed position.

The aim in faoility design dhculd be total integration of

SOTVices.
(Complete text on page 42).

HALF-WAT HOUSES FOR THE RETARDED

Prank E. Junkin, Superintendent, Firorest Sohool, Seattle, Washington

Half-way homes provide transitional living for retarded

adults who are eapable ef substantial self support, and

are being trained to assume the responsibility of normal.

living. Solutions to many problems such as the siting of

half-way houses on institutional grounds or in eompatible

neighborhoods; realistic standards for design and furnishings;

number and type of per:8one housed in one building; program

responsibilities; proximity to related services; ever-protec-

tiveness of the institution; restrictive legislation oan be

swayed by the architect who cares and identifies himself with

the problem.

OROUP HOMES FOR THE RETARDED

Franeis P. Kelley, Superintendent, Mansfield Training Sehool, Mansfield

Depot, Conneetiout

Group homes in Connecticut are modeled after the hostel pro-

gram in Denmark. These are homes within the community for re-

tarded individuals who oannot return home, are not productive

but offer few medical or social problems. Eight such homes

are new in operation in Conneetieut, eaeh housing 10-17 re-

sidents. House parents are selected for their counseling

abilities. In designing or remodeling such homes, architects

must keep in mind that these persons, afflieted with retar-

dation, dhould be treated in as normal a way as possible.
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LIVING UN/TS FOR THE SEVERE MD PROFOUND, AMBULATORY

Gareth D. Thorne, Superintendent, Arizona Children's Colony, Coolidge, Arizona

Patients in institutions for the severe and profoundly re-

tarded are captives of our social order. Society demands

that we continue to build facilities to retain them. The

state requires that buildings must last. The challenge to

the architect is, first of all, to modify the structures

that exist. We are beginning to know the retarded individual

and to realize the akille that onn help him. Principles of

nensory sti9ulus, motor development and behavior shaping

muot be the basis of design. We must avoid selfoontained

designs that oause tho retarded to become captives in their

own buildings. He must experienoe a wideotimulating, attrao-

tive environment--on the grounds and in the outside world--

and must be encouraged to move around within it as muoh as

possible.

LIVING UNITS FOR THE SEVTRE AND PROFOUND, NON-AMBULATORY (PART I)

James M. Pomeroy, M.D., Medical Superintendent, Fairview Hospital and

Training School, Salem, Oregon

Architects must understand the purpose of the structure they

are planning, who will occupy it and work in it, and what

programs or activities will operate within it. The common

image that the profoundly and severely retarded, non-ambu-

latory person lies in bed and has all of his needs attended

to must be dispelled. We must not oontinue to provide faci-

lities for the young in the expectation that they will never

improve and never work, and thereby create non-ambulatory

adults. Even the most severathandicapped can be taught to

ambulate, be up and about, crawl, or move in wheelchairs.

We have already learned that muoh can be done to develop

fully their limited potential, and AV are sure to expand

the boundaries tomorrow. They seek love, security, recog-

nition, and a sense of belonging. The environment we build

for them ehould look to these needs and enhanoe the efforts

of the staff to satisfy them. Arohiteote oan help'immeaeur-

ably in making these afflicted persons more ambulatory and

self-sufficient. Provide, for example, toilets conducive to

toilet training, so that they will not remain 'diaper' oar:es;

provide flexible feeding faoilities, so that they can feed

themselves at the skill level of which they are oapable; pro-

vide bathing and dressing facilities that encourage maximum

development of self-skill and a degree of pride in their per-

son and dress. Provide adequate spape for their movement and
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activities : accessible dining facilities, day rooms large

enough for beds on casters, orutoh walkers and wheel chairs.

Bed space should have an allowanoe of 90-100 sq ft of floor

area per bed. Provide windows to see out of, and doors to

get out on the grounds. Such information must be communicated

to and understood by the architect if he is to create an ef-

feotive environment for these residents. To summarize: 1, Be-

ware of the 'non-ambulatory' label; 2. Think of the profound-

ly and severely retarded as individuals who, in spite of

handicaps, have the same basic: needs as any other human being;

3. Build in as muoh flexibility as passible; 4. Provide 'aids'

for the residents such as grab bars, hi-low beds instead of

cribs, automatic doors for easy access to outdoorreoreation

areas, single-story stair-leas structures; 5. Harmonize the

new building with the surrounding community; avoid the in-

stitutional character.

LIVING UNITS FOR THE SEVERE AND PROFOUND NON-AMBULATORY (PART II)

James R. Deremlah, AIA, Architect, Phoenix, Arizona

Buildings should be basioally of inexpensive, non-permanent

construction to allow for future change. Hardware, equipment

and plumbing, on the other hand, should be of the best pos-

sible quality. Eliminate corridors, provide generous win-

dows, carpeted floors and well-designed green areas.

SPECIAL-PURPOSE FACILITIES FOR THE M ALLY RETARDED -- AN OVERVIEff

Miss Georgia Lee Abel, Professor of Eduoation, San Franoisoo State College,

San Francisco, California

There is insufficient reeearoh and evaluation, and a ladk of

information exchange between the arohiteotural profession

and other disoigines. In general the architeot should tam-

oilitate life for the handioaNed, but should not design

markedly different from the normal situation.

SOME OaNSIDERATIONS /N DESIGNING FACILITIES FOR THE DEAF

Warren Johnson, Director, Portland Center for Hearing and Speech, University

of Oregon Modioal School, Portland, Oregon

The speOial training of the deaf and hard-of-hearing may

be considered in three parts: audial, visual, and tactile/

vibratory. Dependence on hearing aids and auditory training

has important implications on the design of faoilities for

the deaf. Dependence on vision to aid oommunioation also

affeots the planning of such facilities. The architeot de-

signing for the deaf must be oareful to prevent airborne

or struoture-borne noise and must be oompetent in acoustics

and lighting design, or receive adequate consultation.

(Complete text on page 45 ).



FACILITIES FOR THE BLIND RETARDED
Charles Wood000k, Superintendent, Oregon School for the Blind, Salem, Oregon

Program aims, whioh may be regulated by publio goals, af-

feoted by staff potential and extended through researoh find-

ings in the field, should always be direoted toward enabling
the blind child to become a well-funotioning individual in

society to be master of his piwsioal, sooial, emotional,

aoademio and spiritual life. All building should be done to

enhance a program no program should be oreated to enhance

a building.
(Complete tett on pze 57 ).

PHYSICAL ENV/RONMENT AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

Bertram Berenson, AlA, Director, Division of Architeoture, Hampton Institute,

Hampton, Virginia (Counoil for Exoeptional Children).

re are oonoentrating today too much on "how to do it",
rather than "what to do". We have not learned to disorimi-
nate between what works and what has meaning. We do not know

how the retardate adapts to hie environment. Through basio

research this must be tested for its adequacy, usefulness,
effeotiveness, impaot on theieducational, training, behavioral,

sooial, oultural condition. The methods employed by the arw.

ohiteot to solve problems have changed little for hundreds

of years. He oan no longer work alone but must be part of

an interdisoiplinary team, and together they must learn to

utilize the volumes of information in the prooess of design.

JOINT M AL HEALTH/MENTAL RETARDATION FACILITIES

James Faliok, Alit, Caudill, Rowlett, Scott, Arohiteots, Houston, Texas

As part of a national trend, these oombined health services

are now to be community-based, community-operated and com-
munity-oriented; to be given identity and visibility to

promote oare, prevention, and to remove stigma. Eaoh com-

munity will require ite own solution. Arohiteotural pro-

gramming is the most important phase in design and demands

a joint effort by two groupss the health facility staff and

the architeotural staff. Working together as a team, touch-

ing eaoh other, ensuring that each understands tho other,

often through graphic communication, the architect and the

client together establish aims; collect, analyze, organize

faots; unoover and develop concepts; determine needs; state

the problem; investigate possible alternative solutions;

develop the final solution.
(Complete text on page 60).
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PROGRAMMING AND DESIGN OF MENTAL RETARDATION IRWTAL HEALTH CENTERS
Mrs. Ruth Wood, Executive Secretary, Boulder County Interagenoy and Citizens
Counoil on Mental Retardation, Boulder, Colorado

Boulder County haa completed plans for a oombined Mental
Retardation/Mental Health Community Center to be built
adjaoent to an existing Health &Welfare Center. The two
divisions will be housed in separate wings, eaoh with its
own administration. However the two wings are to be
interconnected to facilitate the free interchange of staff
and certain *facilities and equipment. The Mental Retardation
wing will provide a day-nursery, school facilities', a shel-
tered workshop for 200 children and adults. Architeot
Hobart D. Wagener took full advantage of studying the exist-
ing operation in the old building before programming and
designing the new facilities.

REPORT ON UNIVERSITY-AFFILIATED FACILITIES
mold 0. 0angnes, A1A, Arohiteot, Seattle, Washington

The US government and the universities have formed a part-
nership to combat mental retardation. Federal funds.have
been appropriated to stimulate the building of university-
affiliated faoilities for the mentally retarded, with the
primary purpose of training additional specialized personnel
through an interdisciplinary concept. Many colleges have
applied for the fundo and the impact of this program will
be widely felt in making available more skilled personnel,
in furthering the development of new therapeutio methods,
and in developing more specific data oonoerning the effeot
of the environment on the patient.

REPORT ON THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
Robert B. Church, AIA, W. Glenn Bullook & Robert B. March III, Architeots,
Knoxville, Tennessee

The three-day meeting of the architectural section'of the
international convention at Montpelier, France, was par-
tioularly useful as a platform for the exchange of ideaa
with interested persons from all parts of the world. Points
made during the oourse of the meeting were: 1. architeots
oan no longer work on intuition alone -- the need for re-
search is great; 2. minimum standards should never be set;
3. cost alone should never be the determining factor; 4. do
not design for funotion alone; 5.. realize the importance of
flexibility; 6. read, study, observe, work toward the de-
velopment of a more humane and therapeutic: environment.
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Robert B. Prism,
FAIA,
Arohiteot,
Taoomat Wash.

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN:

I believe it is of great significance that the subject of
environmental design should be a topio for discussion at
the very outset of this two-day all-inolusive program so
important to our communities and to our nation. It is
significant too that the subject follows dtrectly the
topic of "The Architectural Programming Prooess".

Programming is all-important. It has been my contention
for some years now that the success, both functionally
and architecturally, of any building undertaking lies in
a strong, well-defined program of aims, aspirations and
desired goals. Time, much time, should be allotted this
most important aspeot of the planning and building process.

My plea today is that architects become part of the pro-
gramming team. Great design comes only as a result of
knowing as muoh as possible about the subject for whioh
we are designing. Before a line is put on paper, the
arohiteot should know the program and the problem, and know
them well. Only out of a program, pregnant with new and
contemporary possible architeotural solutions, will oome
a facility that is truly fine.

Buildings are built because of a need. First and foremost,
that need must be met in the best possible manner. A faci-
lity that does not function, regardless of its architectural
merit, is a failure. A facility that is not beautiful and
does not incorporate the principles of good architeotuxe --
pleasant spaces, good massing, interesting contrasts, esp.
propriate scale, pleasing proportions -- is also a failure.

Assuming that we have a fine, imaginative program, well
defined as to use and function, it is now the task of the
arohiteot to transfer into three-dimensional spaces and
areas this program. How well he does this is very important.

Those of us in architecture who have been privileged to de-
sign schools for the students of our communities know that
to design a great school does three important thingss First,
the environment we create is to the student, whether of
kindergarten or oollege age, an important tool in the
learning process. Second, if this environment is pleasant,
it simplifies the job of teaohing and administrating, lea-
ving wore time and energy to the real task of teaohing. And,
third, it imparts upon all -- the community, the teaoher
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and the student -- a'sense of pride that helps 'fulfill the

need for the facility.

I do not pretend to be an expert on the design of facili-

ties for the handicapped. However, at this time my firm

is designing three such faoilities for the Tacoma Publio

Sohool system. Many months were spent in defining a program.

I attended every study session. The results, I believe,

are very exciting. To Dr. Henry Bertness, who heads the

program for the handioapped in the Tacoma Public School

system, the.architeotural solution holds promise that he

will be able to administer a new, fruitful curriculum to

the students, never before possible. Every effort was

made to make the facility as "un-institutional" as human-

ly possible. Every effort was made to make the areas

and spaoes as "home-like" as possible. Every effort was

made to make it an easy place in which to administer and

instruct.

Our teacher to student ratio is approximately 1 to 5. This

required areas and spaces for many different activities.

One area is a living lounge, simulating a pleasant living

room with one wall of glass opening off into a planted

and paved court. Floors will be carpeted. Lighting is

of a type found in homes rather than conventional schools.

We spent a year planning, yet we are not sure that all we

said and planned for is valid. Therefore, the entire 7

scheme is flexible. Walls are simpae screens. Spaces

are flexible. We wished to give those who must use the

faoility a ohanoe to experiment and change.

Pleasant environment is not a "frill" -- it is an absolute

necessity. Environment impaies both interior and exterior.

Is the approach to tho facility a pleasant one? Does it

give a lift and feeling of anticipation of more pleasant

visual experiences? Has the site been used to advantace?

Is there a sense of well-being and purpose? When entering

the building, does it weloome you? Is the detail crisp

and orderly? Are the materials and textures pleasant? Is

it a fun plaoe to be in? Has the use of the third dimen-

sion -- height -- been oapitalized upon to add interest?

Has natural light, properly shielded, been explored? Are

the oolors good but not sterile? Or are they garish? All

of these things are ingredients of any good piece of ar-

ohiteoture.

Immediately the reply will be --.'but it costs more. Nothing
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could be further from the truth. The same program, the

same list of materials, the same budget, given to the archi-

tect who cares, costs no more. In fact, the straightforward,
direct, imaginative approach often oosts less. Your nrchi-

teot must have courage. If he believes that he can give

order and beauty to an architectural solution, then he must

stand by his convictions. Too often the practical approaoh

is discussed at the offset. Pleasant courts are a mainte-

nanoe problem. Floors, other than terrazzo, are hard to

keep up. A blook or concrete building will stand up over
50 years longer than one of a more sympathetic material.

This is 9 what I call, janitorial design. This is what we

have had in the past. All rooms are painted sick beige
or bilious green. Why oan't these buildings be ray, cheer-

ful, and full of surprises? They must be the very be:A

we oan do.

And, if the facilities are to be the very best, I make a

plea for a design team that includes architect, structural
engineer, eleotrioal engineer, mechanical engineer, and,

two more -- the landsoape architect and the artist.

Outside spaces, courts, planted areas, playfields,trees and
mounds are all important to the environment, as is the

artist's sculpture. I try to incorporate into every buil-
ding some form of art work, be it a free-standing pieoe
of sculpture, a wall frieze, a whimsical design beside a
door or other comrastely useless, but necessary element for

the environment. For no many, this will be the first oon-
taot with the beautiful. We must not let them down.

It is so important that all buildings be good; especially
the buildings for the children of this nation. For so
very many it will be their very first experience with
pleasant environment. We hope it will not be their last.
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Elsie D. Helsel,
Ph.D.,
Consultant to
Medical and
Soientifio
Department,
United Cerebral
Palsy Association
Columbus, Ohio

REMOVING ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS IS NOT ENOUGH

Grateful as we are for the national attention being given
to the removal of architeotural barriers from buildings
built with public funds, it is not enough to assure the
physically handicapped/mentally retarded adequate arohi-
teotural support for a truly appropriate program to meet
needs.

At this very moment there are on the drawing boards, under
construction, and just opening doors to residents, millions
of dollars worth of residential facilities, which refleot
a philosophy of oars of tho Physically handicapped/ mental-
ly retarded whioh is woefully out of date. Ono state alone
whose architectural plans leave muoh to be desired, has
annual construction oosts for suoh faoilities of over

6 aillion, and over double that amount of construction
in the planning process.

Let me hasten to explain that the fault lies not alone with
the arohiteots ( although I am not exousing them of respon-
sibility entirely), the fault les equally with the pro-
grammers who are advising and consulting with architects,
and who have failed to keep current with changes in con-
cepts of oare and management of the Physically handicapped.
Particularly at the severe and profound level, our ware-
housing of these uufortunate people in unclean, unwhole-
some, unattractive wards is a national disgrace. Part of
the fault lies also with the voluntary agencies who are
sensitive to and should be militantly and aggressively
responsive to such conditions. Fortunately suoh groups
are changing their positions and with united attention
focused on this problem of suitable architectural design,
I expect mountains to be moved and progress to come fast.

Where to Begin

One thing oame out loud and olear at the Denver Conference

on " Architectural Contributions to Effective Programming
for the Mentally Retarded" start with the resident.
Know him as a human being in all his degrees of handicaps,
both mental and physical; know him as an individual at
all his life ages ; know his needs in terms of services
and his human needs; program his day on an individual basis.
Then begin to design a facility in whioh he oan live in
human dignity in ()lean, appropriate, stimulating and attrao-

Ulf. surroundings.
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If you begin with the non-ambulatory physioally handi-
capped mentally retarded individual in a residential
institution, two basic architectural problems emerges
1. Arohiteotural barriers within the institution prevent
him from living with compatible peers and reoeiving sex,-
vioes whioh are appropriate to his needs. He is denied his
right to progressive patient oare beoause of arohiteotural
impediments. Gunnar Dybwad said it so well at Denver --
non-ambulatory may be an appropriate' description at the
time of admission but it should not be a life sentence.
2. Design inadequaoies limit or prevent appropriate pro-
gramming in the non-ambulant wards.

Barriers to Progressive Patient Care

I am using the phrase " progressive patient oare" to des-
oribe the praotioe of taking individuals at their level of
functioning, training them to function on a higher level,
and then moving them out of the ward to which they were
admitted to the next higher ward, where individuals are
funotioning at that higher level. An example would be
toilet training. A non-ambulant who entered non-toilet
trained, on accomplishing training should be moved out to
a continent ward or cottage. Although lip service is paid
to'this concept by superintendents, it is not true for the
non- or semi-ambulant individual in most institutions.
Certain areas are designed for non-ambulants and there they
stay -- regardless of their functioning level. Unfortunate-
ly in mostAnstitutions, programs ( training programs, edu-
cational programs, recreational programs, social programs)
are tied in with oertain wards and cottages. Many super-
intendents try to rationalize when we confront them with
this situation by saying the wheelohair people are taken
out of the non-ambulatory cottages.to programs appropriate
for them. Don't you believe it-- let a little rain fall or
snow, or the attendant force be in short supply ( and when
is it not) and those non-ambulatory residents do not get
to school, or workshop, the reoreational event or the
social event. This situation is doubly penalizing for the
individual at the higher intelligence levels beoause not
only do the non- and semi- ambulatory residents miss trai-
ning and eduoation that would enable them to funotion at
their true ability level, but they must live all of their
lives with lower funotioning peoge. Non-ambulant indivi-
duals are the very ones who oome in with a history of en-
vironmental deprivation; they desperately need.the stimu-
lation of more highly functioning people.
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Unless institutions arA barrier...free ( inoluding the toilets),
there are going to be problems for the non-ambulant resident.
If he could live with his 'run-about' peers with similar
interests and abilities, not only would he be better off,
but time and again I have seen a buddy system develop where
another ambulant individual takes over the pushing of the
wheelchair, the helping to the toilet where it is necessary,
the pushing to the dining hall. These 'buddies' gain some-
thing from these experiences of being able to help someone
else onoe in a while.

Since over 30 %of the residents of multi-purpose institu-
tions have some motor handicaps it is high time something
be done. Obviously institutions for the retarded Should
not be aooredited unless they are barrier-free.

Design that Limits Program

This seoond area is the target area in my presentation--
design inadequacies that limit or prevent appropriate pro-
gramming for non-ambulatory residents. Since Cerebral Palsy
has been concerned with these persons in institutions in
recent years and since we have had experience in caring
for and programming for these kinds of individuals for many
years at the community level, we feel that we have gained
some insights into what oan be done in institutions to im-
prove care, providing the proper spaces and adaptations
are provided. In ten minutes I can scaroely write you an
architectural program for building for non-ambulatory resi-
dents. I oan point up some of the changes in concepts of
acare of the sooalled "bed-fast" patient, so that you can
take them into account as you design spaces for them.

Largely through the efforts of our Nurse Consultant, Mrs.
Una Haynes and our Program Services Director, Mr. Sherwood
Messner we have collected, developed, begged, borrowed, and
improvised techniques and equipment which, when properly
and consistently used, we:feel can reduce the bed-fast seg-
ment of institutional populations markedly. Indeed we see
no excuse for 24-hour bed care, except for the extreme
hydrocephalios, the extremely deformed geriatrios, and a
handful of rare anomalies. Using Slominski inserts in
wheelchairs, protective and supportive pads and restrainers,
trays for further support and control, almost all eocalled
bed-fast individuals oan be out of bed, dressed and mobile
for a good part of the day. For younger and less involved
children Hogg strollers, again with good body supports for



feet and hips, and trays to prevent forward-flipping

oan be used. For more severely involved patients or those

who have been horizontal for too long a period, tilt tables

oan be an intermediary device. For those whose anomaly

prevents even a supported position there are litters or

wheeled carts.

Why does all'this concern you as an architect? Because you

must design spaoe at bedside for this type of equipment.

The inserts and supports must be individually tailored to

fit eaoh indtvidual and hie problems. They must be at bed-

side if they are to be used and not consigned to *me

equipment storage pool down the hall. Many rather severely

involved individuals have been trained to transfer on their

own from bed to chair or to wheeld cart. For those indi-

viduals beds must be secured, and usually the height must

be adjusted. Once these patients have wheels and a secure,

supported positioning, they are ready to go out of the bed

area -- to the dining room to eat, to the school room to

learn, to the activity room to play. EVen tilt tables oan

be rolled to dining areas if space is provided. Lining

areas too must have extra storage spaoe for the multitudi-

nous adarited devices that can enable many of the sooalled

'non-feeders' to achieve independenoepor at leaet feeding

'with minimal assistance. There must be a place for the

ouff weights, the sandbags, the olampe and special bowls,

plate guards, built up and angled ehanked utensils -- to

mention just a few of the pieces of adaptive equipment.

Anita Slomineki of Indiana University Medical Center and

Mrs. Haynes have developed a unique and ingenious regimen

for seveiely involved infante and young ohildren to start

them sucking and swallowing; to move these young patients

and some older ones too off tube feeding and onto bottles;

then off bottles to straw drinking; then using infa feeders.

to shift them gradually to semi-solid food; then to solid

food and finger feeding and finally to eating with utensils.

Vily should this oonoorn you? Because if this type of regi-

men is faithfully followed, the severely invOlved ohildren

of today will be capable of eating in dining rooms tomorrow.

Another change in the management pattern of the severely

involved that can be effeoted is in the area of bowel and

bladder training. Rather than ooneigning these indtviduals

'to a life of messy incontinence, it has been demonstrated

that reflexive bowel training is possible for large numbers

of.these individuals. However, oommodes must be tailored
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individually 9 so that firm foot support and body support

are effected.

Why does this concern you as arohiteots? Because once again

apace must be designed for the storage of these oommodes,

hopefully with some privacy for older residents. Although

we have not used operant conditioning techniques to any de-

gree, these techniques too will diminish the amount of

incontinenoe in patients. For those for whom bladder con-

trol is not a possibility, there are innumerable measures

whioh can be used, even with adult patients, so that they

can leave the unit and the grounds for several hours. You

don't have to build puddle-proof floors, if proper measures

are taken.

These are not hypothetical suggestions of haw things could

be. There are a few institutions whioh are already making

giant strides in instituting these procedures. The Warren

0. Murray Children's Center in Centralia, Illinois under

the direotion of Chief Nuree Barbara Campbell is doing an

outstanding job. Central Colony in Wisconsin under Super.-

intendant Harvey Stevene and Direotor of Nursing Pat Mo

Nelly is developing nursing procedures for extreme hydro-

cephalics and bizarre anomalies. The training and therapy

'program for low level children at Central Colony is giving

concrete evidence that these ohildren can function at

higher levels 9 if intervention is early and skilled.

Summing up onoe more some of the ways in which architects

can design more appropriately for the severe and profound

and multiply handioapped:
1. Do not design units for the 'bed-fast, 9 but allow spaoe

at bedside for bulky equipment. Some non-ambulants oan learn

to dress themselves, provided adaptive olothing is available

and clothing lockers are aooessible.

2. Into non-ambulatory units you oan design dining spaces,

day room sparsest training spaces, access to the outdoors

for wheelchairs, crutch walkers, litters and beds to patios

and outside walks, so that these non-ambulants oan be trai-

ned in self-help skills and can live, eat, play and relax

in as near normal fashion as their disability permits.

3. You can provide toilet facilities which permit self-use

whenever possible by building in grab bars on toileta ana

tubs, stools and tubs at the best height for easy transfer,

no sills on shower stalls, seats in showers, water control

lowers where they oan be reached by wheelohair residents,

sinks that a000mmodate wheelchairs, tilted mirrors so that
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they oan see themselves from a wheelchair, counters around

sinks to set down grooming equipment. Consider the instal-

lation of some bidettes, American style, to assist at-

tendants and the residents in oleansing themselves, as

well as to assist with voiding problems. For toilet trai-

ning units you need extra spaoe so that wheelchair resident

and trainer oan maneuver.
4. Put drinking fountains, storage cabinets, wall switches,

eto. so thei oan be reached from wheelchairs.

5. For ohildrentspaoe must be designed for being out of bed

and for mobpity equipment -- s000t boards and sling craw-

lers. Floor surfaces must encourage creeping and orawling

and must not be rook hard.
6. You can make the atmosphere attractive. Don!t design

living units of oold steel and tile.

7. As we learn more about architeotural psychology and

the therapeutic effect of environment we need to take a new

look at what we are doing to these non-ambulant people --

especially those who spend time lying in bed looking at

four white walla and the ceiling. You can provide windows

looking out on attraotively landscaped grounds, you can

use different wall finishes with different oolors and de-

signs. You oan include aviaries, aquaria and habitat oases.

8. You should give some oonsideration to the sooio -petal

ideas of Izumi and Osmond who reoommend that eaoh resident,

including the non-ambulant one, have easy aooess to three

zones -- oomplete privacy, the intimate group, and the

larger group.
9. For most individuals who are limited in their mobility,

living environments should provide all kinds of stimuli --

visual, auditory, tactile, kinesthetic. Their problems are

more likely to oome from understimulation, rather than

overstimulation. As Gunnar Dybwad said at Denver " we

should thank God for any stimulus to whioh they answer."

One of the truly rewarding aspeots of working in this area

of the severely involved is the enoountering of stimulating

people, often at unexpected places, such as the Denver

Conference. John Garber, for example, reported how he

and his colleague, Dr. Chapman, went about analyzing and

then attaoking the planning process in relation to three

new institutions for the retarded ( see Conferenoe Report

" Arohiteotural Contributions to Effeotive Programming

for the Mentally Retarded", published by the National

Assooiation for Retarded Children). Starting with a three

day experienoe as an attendant in the wards of Willowbrook,

these arohiteots evolved not only one_of the best analyses



of needs and services, but provided ineights into the role

of the institution, and a Philosophy and program of care

for the retarded that rivals the best thinking of the most

forward-looking programmers. Why did they do such a re-

markable job? Because they started with the resident as

an individual. They looked at three hypothetical indivi-

duals -- one mildly retarded, one moderately and one severe-

ly. They looked at the services each individual would neod

over a lifetime, programmed a hypothetical day, and then

designed to meet these programmed needs. If you want to

build a better building, I strongly urge you to follow

their example, inoluding working in the wards.

Conclusion

If, as a society , we really believe in the dignity and

worth of every human boing, we will provide clean, appro-

priate and attractive surroundings for all our re3idents.

Or, solar. Arnold Gangnes said at Denver ,"Our guide must

be those retarded persona who are cleaner, happier, more

capable, and more purposeful because of our efforts."

If you begin your thinking and planning with the resident

in mind -- partioularly the severely involved residents --

you will not only be building the best building you are

capable of building today, but you will also be more apt

to be building something of whioh you oan be proud tomorrow.
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Helen L. Gordon,
Headetart,
Day Care and
Eduoation
Program Analyst

PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM AND FAC;LITIES

Research in the fields related to human growth and develop-
ment ramind UA that if we are to stimulate the development
of the cognitive learning skills of a obild, we must pay
attention to all of his learning modalities. Let me put
them in amigo focus for our discussion todays
1. Motor
2. Taotuality ( inoluding taste and amell)

3. Vision
4. Audition ( hearing and speaking )

Research gods on to say that in the development orilearning

skills of young children ample opportunities,,struotured
and unstructured, must be provided for a variety of sensory
motor experiences. If this is so, the very faoility (buil-
ding and rooms) must provide the specie and arrangement as
well as equipment, in and with whioh these experiences oan
take place. This would be equally true for indoor and
outdoor settings.

Let me give you examples of such settings. I would like
to oite some extremess In Holland I saw a classroom of a
very old public sohool building being used for a pre-
school class of moderately and some severely retarded ( and

a few multiply handioapped) ohildren of pre-school function-
ing levels. It was on a ground floor requiring no stairs.
It was a large room fitting the legal requirement in my
state of 35 sq ft per child. Its windows were too high
to allow any looking out. It had no sinks and no bathrooms
adjaoent to or within the room. It did have space and an
ingenious teacher, but only one, who used the floor spaoe
to advantage despite the laok of equipment, to try to pro-
vide a meaningful program for eight children. Hooks along
one wall held coats. One area had newspapers on the floor
on top of whioh stood a big old washtub with water. Ano-
ther area had long strips of newppaper in various widths
pasted to the floor to simulate rolling, crawling and
walking board lanes. Another area had a work table with
a variety of odds and ends for touch, taste, emells,to
be pasted and glued. Another area, the center of the room,
had a few larger tables which could be used as tunnels for
climbing. The paint on the walls was peeling. The lights
on the ceiling were.too high. There were no acoustical
tiles to dim the sounds. Going to the bathroom required con-
stant supervision ( usually meant taking the entire group,
rather than leaving any children alone ). The playground
was bare, except for some sandbags and a ball or two.



At the other extreme, let me illustrate another olassroom

for the pre-sohool retarded: This was a large colorful

room but not too bright with an entire wall of windows
which looked out on a play court with some trees and grass,

with visible houses, sky, lamp posts, etc. Vertioal blinds

could be lowered to olose off too much light, or when dis-

traotion needed to be at a minimum. There were low, acousti-

cally tiled oeilings and excellent lighting. A series of

low, movable wood screens and a careful arrangement of oup-

boards and other furniture created a variety of play aroas

for big motor aotivities climbing, rolling, jumping,
lifting, staoking, pushing, building; a house-keeping cor-

ner in whioh a good many self-help and sooial skills can

be developed table-setting, dressing, washing dishes,

pouring, stirring,.eating, tasting, sharing; a creative

arts area with paints and easels, collage, sorting, touch-

ing, small hand-manipulative toys ; a listening area for
reoords, stories, books p with a small rug on the floor.

Here too there were eight children supervised by two adults,

a teacher and an assistant, and usually they were helped,

as were the children, by the presenoe of a trained volunteer.

What is it then that I would want for a pre-school facility?

Footage, not only to meet legal licensing requirements

(35 sq ft per child) but primarily beoause this footage
is necessary to allow for all the learning experiences.

Acoustioal tile ceilings , to lower the sound level, which

cm be a most harmful distraction.

Windows from which to look out, bringing outside relation-
ships inside and vice versa, Let me cite an example here:
the mildly retarded boy of five had been learning shapes

by means of blooks, cardboard cut-outs and pioture forms.

He touched, he tasted he sorted, he compared. One day,

as he looked out of a second-floor window he remarked that
the top of a house (meaning the roof) was like ( and he
went back to the tab/e to fetch) the triangular block.

There must be room to allow free mobility for the ohild in
going from one area to another, for example, from the house-
keeping corner to go dhopping ( which means building a store

of blocks). They need a plaoe to paint a sign to be posted

above the store.

I recall the group of boys including some retardates, who
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built a large blook Airplane. These were boys whom teaehers
had tried to get interested in smaller muscle activities,
painting, olay work, eta. When I oommented that itwas hard
for me to know whether this was the plane I was to met,
two boys ran to get some paper, paint and brushes, to put

on some letters of the alphabet and a number. It was a first

step 9 oonneoting through play aotivities, several learning

modalities.

There dhould be a sink in the room 9 where one washes self,
dishes, paint brushee, and brudhes teeth. It should be
placed low with a mirror above it and should have counter
space. Bathrooms should be directly adjacent since training
in toilet habits is an essential part of the program.

Walls dhould have texture as well as color. Floors dhould
be of vinyl tile or of some material that is easy to mop
and wax. Built-in cupboards should have some sliding doors
tO Shut out distraotions, but should be aooessible to child-
ren so that they oan learn to secure materials. There should
be ouPboard spaoe for blocks, truoks and dollspand oubioles
for owtts and boots.

Ample woik spaoe should be allowed in a small room adjaoent
to the classroom for the teaoher's desk and. files. Within
the building dhould be a nurse's station and isolation
quarters for the sick child. In addition there should be
a good-sized cupboard for extra aupplies.with ample shelves
and hanging space.

There must be a janitor's supply and equipment room with
a big sink. If children are to be there all day, olassroom
requires footage and spaoe for stacking and setting up oots
for naps. A kitchen with cooking and refrigerator equip-
ment, spaoe for dishes, working tables and food storage
must also be provided. Thisofoourse, would need to meet
lioensing standards.

Outdoor spaoe must allow for digging in dirt and sand, climb-
ing and sliding equipment, wheel toys, including wagons and
trioyoles. There should be aooess to water, inoluding a
drinking fountain. A storage shed must be handy for wheel
toys, pails, shovels, etc:. In every instanoe equipment
must not only allow for motor and sensory learning experien-
oes, but must lend itself to adaptation so that some ima-
ginative play can develop. A tunnel oan allow for walking,
(trawling, riding through. A climbing box can also be a
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cage and a forest ranger's post. There should be direot
passage from olassroom to outdoor area. In places where
it rains a good deal of the time we would need a large
covered outdoor space, with light filtering through the
top and the sides.

Briefly stated we need space for ohild and adult; attrao-
tiveness; oonneotion between outside and inside; good
lighting; some sound deadening; equipment that oan be .

easily moved and easily cleaned for. storage and teaohing
purposes; one-way mirrors, so arranged that one oan easily
see the entire room. This is necessary not only for staff
observation and record keeping, but is extremely helpful
for parents who dhould oome frequently, observe and then
have use of staff and teacher lounge for disoussion of
observations. Raising children is no road to paradise,
and rearing a handicapped ohild presents many problems.
All parents oan benefit by widening their repertoire
of ohild rearing skills through a discussion.
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YOUNG ADULT TRAININCIAND RE-TRAINING CENTERS

The three areas which we will examine arei 1 theioous
upon bringing about changes in behavior; 2. the capability
for shifts in training programs; 3. the produotion of a
facility which will enable the staff to compensate for de-
fioits in the intelleotual funotioning of the trainees.
In our disoussion I will try to bring eaoh of these broad
topics to bear on.epeoifio Physical features of the train-
ing center.

Changes irOlehavior

One of the most potent developments in the training of the
retarded and other groups has been the application of lear-
ning theory prinoiples, specifically, the application of
operant techniques. The basio prinoilge involved in operant
methods is that behavior is determined by its consequences.
/n simplest form, if we wish to ohange a speoifio behavior
emitted by an individual, we would ohange the effeots of
that behavior. If we desire to eliminate the behavior, we
would remove the ()hence of the behavior produoing the ef-
foot it usually produces for the person. Conversely, if our
goal is to inorease the oocurrenoe of a behavior, we would
make oertain that a positive effect results on nearly every
appearanoe of the behavior.

This approaoh to training will, I am sure, oharacterize
the aotivities of many.training ()enters. As an approaoh
it is not limited to training vocational behavior. /t
is equally as applioable to modifying behavior in sooial
settings and at home.

Use of operant methods has definite implications for faoi-
lity planning. Consider the usual model of vocational eva-
luation: One typically thinks of a testing room and care-
fully designed and administered tests of interests and
aptitudes, the results of which are oombined in some eso-
terio fashion by the evaluator, who then prophesies'about
the future of the puzzled job seeker. It has been through
rather painful experienoe that.many of us now regard as
fruitless the attempt to speculate about a retardate's
vooational future from test data whioh, for him, may have
questionable validity. Muoh of the emphasis plaoed upon
testing in a narrow sense is re-directed as evaluation be-
oomes something other than paper and penoil in nature. In
place of the testing room, or, more preoisely, as an ex-
tension of it, evaluation frequently takes plaoe in a set-
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ting which pormito oareful observation of trainee behavior
at a worklike task. Of equal importance to the traditional
question, "What kind of work could this por3on do?" is the
question, "What conditions are necessary for desired work
behavior to occur?". Some programs use a group approach in
which several trainees are evuluated simultaneously under
the scrutiny of a orew of trained evaluators. Others prefer
the use of individual appraisal in a private setting. In
either case the emphasis,is upon behavioral observation and
measurement, and the goal is the development of an explioit
statement about trainee behaviors in terms of : 1. whioh
of his behaviors should be eliminated; 2. whioh dhould stay;
3. which are absent and need to be produced.

Given this approach to the training problem, each trainee's
prescription for training has a unique quality. Even when
vocational goals are identical for two trainees, their
training programs may differ because of differenoes in the
behaviors they bring to training.

Before, during, and following a training period, the stress
is upon observation of the trainee. Such observation occurs
in various ways: an evaluator working direotly with a trai-
nee; a one-way mirror between the evaluation room and a
room 000upied by the evaluator; closed-cirouit television
in which several undividuals working in isolation oan be
observed simultaneously from a single monitoring point;
and, from the record of responses made on some kind of
automatio evaluation device. The evaluation area includes,
then, both the space in which the trainee performs and the
space -- immediately adjacent or set apart -- occupied by
the evaluator. More will be said about these evaluation
areas a little later. My impression 9 after reviewing sug-
gested floor plans and visiting several programs is, that
they have usually undorplanned for observation faoilities,
particularly in work and social activity areas.

What are some of the behaviors which might receive atten-
tion in a oenter? Many trainees will need to learn regu-
larity in attendance and punctuality in arriving at and
leaving work. Others, having acquired these habits in pro-
viouo school work oxperienoes or in training at home will
need to learn operation of a time clock, or the opecifio
actions required in performing a particular job. For still
others the emphasis may be training them to perform in a
more independent manner the tasks assigned to them at home;
or, it may concentrate upon training them in basic sooial
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skills essential to their maintenanoe during the hours

away from the job. How does this variability in learning

affect planning of the oonter?

Attempts to plan a uniform sohodule of activities for all

trainees will not go very far in fitting their individual

differences. Trainees may be scheduled to arrive and depart

at different times during the day and evening. There will

probably not.be any uniformity across trainees in time

spent at any partioular assignment. For example, two hours

at a work task will be possible for certain young people,

but will be the goal of a graduated program for others.

Movement from one work area to another without beooming .

lost is a dkill which some will need to acquire. The imporw-

tant consideration here is that traffic through the faoi
lity will vary not only in volume, but in the frequenoy

with whioh new trainees, in particular, may need to move

from one plaoe to another. Related to this is the likeli
hood that trainees may enter and leave work areas a000rding

to their own schedules. I oannot foresee all of the fea
tures this individual movement might require. It will need
to 000ur in such a way that interferenoe with the activity
of others is minimized. Given the group we are dismissing,

this is no small matter.

What speoifio training teohniques might be emiloyed in

young adult oenters? Interesting developments in auto
mated training are taking place. Teaohing machines have
been devised which train the worker in job skills, money
management, and fundamental sooial amenities. My impression

is that these are best used with the mentally retarded in

an individualized training area.

An example of another teohnique involves interaotion between

trainer and the trainee. Training in cashiering has oocur-
red in whioh the trainer observes the trainees operation

of the oash register. Errors are penalized by the trainees
paying the trainer a fee from an amount given the trainee
before training.

Training in groups will occur for praotioal reasons and,

I hope for reasons having some other empirioal support.
Training in social eking, and onthejob interaotion can
profitably take plea.) in groups. My own feeling is that
training in small groups of 8 to 10 people is most useful
for purposes of trying to generalize what has been learned
in individual sessions and in the presence of only the trainer.
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Much could be said about tho specifications for training

rooms. Of oritical importanoe is the control of variables

which oould interfere with training, suoh as distracting

sounds and visual stimuli.

Before leaving this first area let me suggest that ono of

the moat important contributions of suoh a center will be

to those mentally retarded young people who Lae working.
This contribution may take the form of refining job skills

used in employment. It may al3o be designed to move the

person to greater social independence by offering oontinued

training in'self-care, or "survival" skills such as cash-

ing and handling checks, bill-paying and grocery shopping.

Wo should also expeot that there will be contact with some

young peoplo who are in their "second time around." The

jobs for which they were trained are over and there is the

need to equip them for new employment. It is this antioi-
pated rociroulation of some trainees that prompted me to
append "re-trainine to the name of these centers.

CaTability for Program Changes

The second general area is that of creating a facility which

oan be adapted for now programs and new training toohni
quoo. The training offerings of a young adult conter will
probably range from somo which reflect standard omploymenI
opportunities for retardates, to thooe which are relatively
short term efforts created to meet tho employment needs of

an emerging occupation. Among the former group we might

find janitorial assistant training, traininq in work as

domestics or homomaker aides, and training in other service

areas such as food handling. These are occupations in which

many retarded workers have demonstrated their oapaoity for

employment.

The second group, those training programs which aro more
transient, will peso the major diffioulties. Two forces,

at least, will affeot the transition from one training pro-
gram to another. One of these will be the number of major
modifioations in physical plant necessary to aocommociai.e

the new program. The seoond is olearly a non-architectural
question and resides more in the realm of human motivation.
All I hope to accomplish here is to expross my conoern
that these training centers not be committed to too narrow
a range of programs by virtue of the facility which houses

them.



Another dimension toithis job-training issue with mentally
retarded relates to the matter of space planning for any

particular training program. It will be probably necessary
to deal in training with muoh smaller unite of the total

job than is the oaee with non-retarded workers. A specific*

job will be broken into component units whioh oan be taught

to a retarded trainee. Only after suooessful mastery of a

series of units will his performanoe approximate the full

flow of activity on that job. In terms of the layout of a

facility, it may bo that the areas where the complete job
is performed will be fewer in number, and, hence,,take less

spaoe than the areas where only disorete portions of the
task are learned. If the job to be learned is simply the

operation of a maohine, the matter of space allooation on

the basis of teaobing component parts is less oritioal

than in a task where there is movement from one plaoe to

another 'in the performance of the job. In the first oase

you would* probably teaoh all of the steps on the maohine
itself, while in the seoond you would probably teaoh the
behaviors required at eaoh of the several stations. A
proper balance among areas cannot be aohieved without ex-
perience, which again emphasizes the necessity of adapt-

ability in spaoe planning.

Compensations for Psychological Deficits

This brings us to the third and final area, that of design-
ing a faoility which will compensate for deficits in the
intelleotual funotioning of the trainee. We are well ao-
quainted with the oonoept of arohiteotural barriers. Their
removal is an environmental modifioation which we have

grown to reoognize as neoessary for full partioipation by
the physically handioapped in various life activities. Our
experience thus far has been mainly with impediments pro-
duoed by physical defioits. How oan we accomplish similar
results in the realm of psyohologioal deficits?

A oharaoteristio frequently found among the retarded is a
limitation in prooessing and responding to verbal cues,
whether written or spoken. One oan assert that we live in
a world whioh stresses verbal skills, so our task is to
train the mentally retarded young adult to survive as best
as he oan. This is a strong position. If we look at this
matter closely, however, we find that the mentally retarded
are not the only people for whom language prooessing is a
problem. Many persons with brain injuries resulting from
strokes, disease and aooident suffer similar defioits. Do
me not have a responsibility to giVe additional study to
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at least two aspeots'ef this situation? First, what oan
be learned about the efficient use of non-verbal cues in
teaching people better une of verbal material? Uhat
greater use oan be made of color-coding and non-verbal
symbols ( arrows, patterns) in training people to reepond
to the ooean of words which direot us daily? Secondly
I oontend that visual stimuli employed by an architect in
directing movement from place to place, and the oues for
producing desired behavior, are of extreme importance in
the development of a training facility for retarded per-
sons. Stated in another way, we all learn about a structure
from our experiences in it. What can be done in the design
of the structure to make it not only something about whioh
we learn, but to make it an aotive element in the learning
process. How, for example, oan lighting, color scheme,
and interior design be planned so that they afford usable
training cues, and aid in the suppression of cues which
might produoe unwanted behavior? For example, can light-
ing be employed to reduoo extraneous cues in a training
situation, or to move a trainee from one plaoe to another?

Another factor which we observe in our program and attempt
to eontrol is the deficit in many mentally retarded young
people to respond selectively to stimuli. When this is
present, and until it is controlled, focused behavior is
impossible to bring about. They may attend to the task
assigned to them, but they also respond to many other sti-
muli around them. The result is often a protracted train-
ing effort and a level of output which is below that which
is possible for them under optimum conditions. Control for
this deficit in their capacity to respond to selected sti-
muli begins with the evaluation and is, in fact, one of the
variables studied in the evaluation phase. Questions take
the form: " Is the trainee able to attend to a task and
ignore extraneous stimuli?", "To what stimuli does he re-
spond?", "What controls are necessary to eliminate this
indisoriminate responding?". For the architect the task
seems one of producing an environment for evaluation and
training in whieh stimuli clan, be controlled in number and
intensity. Eliminating them completely is impossible.

A final matter in this area is compensation for doficits
in memory which are often seen among the retarded. I have
alluded to methods for coping with this in earlier com-
ments. One teohnique which has been tried with success is
color coding of rooms, so that the trainee's program uti-
lises oolor ones to aid him in moving from plaoe to plaoe.
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I *an envision a building full of kids, eaoh with a
training sohedule whioh would rival a Sherwin William
oolor oAtalog.

In designing a facility which will serve to train and re
train young adults you will be unable to control for all
areas of deficit. Much must be left to the staff who de
velop programs for eaoh trainee. Consider this a fundaw
mental problem in removing arohiteotural barriers and,
where barriers oannot be removed, design a faoility which
the staff can manipulate in order to provide the neoessary
nvironmont Tor a given form of training.
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DESIGNING RESIDE1TIAL LIVING UNITS FOR PERSONS WITH
M12ITAL RETARDATIONS

I hope to engage in a brief dialog with you. I have assig-
ned myself the part of pointing up some of the knowledge
we have about group living. Your part is to bring to bear
your skills as an architect -- to translate abstract li-
ving requirements into creatively oonorete living arrange-
ments.

I think of a residential unit as an arena for a program
in daily living. I ask you to think of each residont for
the livingtrather than the bod spaoe he requires. Resi-
dents will vary in their requirements for living space.
The size of their sub-groups will vary too. Some residents
have to be cared for in small groups of six or eight with
close proximity to each other as well as with insulation
from other groupings in order that their sense of proximi-
ty is not evaporated by diffused outside attraotions.
Other residents, in turn, will live and grow best in lar.-
ger living space where there are opportunities for varied
and differential sooial relationships and manifold sooial
experiences. These observations point to the faots that
on the one hand you would need to design spaoe to allow
for self-oontainment within sub-groups, on the other hand
you would need to allow for small living groups, while
designing space so that small groups could merge into
larger groups for joint living activities.

An arena for living requires ample space for multiple ac-
tivities: 1. activities involving living experience rela-
ted to self-care ( be it dressing, washing, or some aspects
in preparing food); 2. living experienoes with things or
people; 3. and living experience in being away from others
by oneself or with personally ohosen others. Group living
in the light of our contemporary knowledge requires im-
mediate acoess to equipment for multiple use ( i.e. amall
tables and comfortable chairs which oan be handily arranged),
and above all ample, accessible shelves and closets for
storage of personal and group equipment, out-of-the-way
corners for privacy and temporary freedom from group exis-
tenoe. Maybe we have to think of "seven" corner rooms,
built-in nooks, and slanting ceilings in order that spa-
tial arrangements allow versatility and reinforoe a diffe-
rential use of space. My emphasis upon self-contained
socially manageable small arenas of living also suggest
we give attention to thinking of ways for minimizing the
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impaot of periph(y2nitrafUe Nad aetivities ( such as Phone

oalls, inter-staff contteA9 de.k.iveries, eto.) which un-

avoidably engulf every residential living unit.

The residential livia uii 7,teeds to be planned for the

residents' capacity fOr coplLg with life expansively rather

than within their lildtions. We need to design units

for what the residents can ao in whatever way they tend to

cope with life's demands. For instance: a unit with wheel

chair residents obviously needs ramps for freedom of move-

ment from room to awe'ti end ,;c) the outside; but more 00,

suoh a unit needs tO)lui,9 f,h3lvcs, access to water for fun

and toileting, and vehicle e.ctivity space for the pursuit

of the residents' liv:Ln o:LTerifences. Residents with dif-

fioulties in walking need more than railings. They need

wide window recesses and llooks to crawl in and out of,

floors on which they can rg-Xely tumble, orawl, or continue

floor aotivities best adapted to them. These living units

need a comfortable floor. Life on the floor is for many

residents a way of copinc with everyday living, and units

need to be adapted anue:rdingly. Let me oite two more exam-

ples: Some residents have to spend most of their time in

a prone position. This does not mean a life in bed; but it

does suggest that .L1-1(.= "wex:la" of useful stimulation has to

be brought to them. Th ocJ.ing ia their horizon. Let us

bring something cloc :,. anA wora stimulating within their

orbit of existence than a blank wall. Other residents,

for example, strutio hard to learn time with the aid of

such eduoational aids cardboard clocks. Let us also

build in large 01001U; OA i:ao level of their eyesight

within the living units rhr than high up on the wall.

The contemporary thinki,nG of professionals concerned with

residential living recocnima the residential worker --

the attendant, child-care worker, or whatever you may want

to call him -- as the central person in the residents' oare

and rehabilitation program. This central caring person

needs not only visual reach and surveillance of his groups
butolost importarrb, social roach and personal contacts

with each resident. The latter demands physioal arrangements

which keep the oaring personnel personally in touch with

the residents rathor than merely accessible and dispatch-

able for moments of orl,sis. Too, teamwork has grown to

mean not only intordiooiplivay planning, but also inter-

dtsoiplinary functioninc. Our understanding of this deeper

dimension of teamwork po:.Int to the necessity for bringing

together and integrating multiple pfforts in action. Resi-
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dential workers, physicians, social workers, reoreation
specialists, teachers, etc. need to be housed right in the
residential unit in the area of everyday life where they
clan work together. Residential units need to be designed
to allow teamwork in process where it counts, and not males.
ly where it is master-minded.

We have been reminded for more than a decade that residen-
tial institutions and units dhould remain within the
spheres of the ordinary community's life. Such a trend
includes the understanding that the residential program
itself has to build in ordinary community life eXperiences
for those residents for whom regular life, even if nearby,

is still not within their sphere of daily experience. We
need to think of oreating visiting spaoe and furnishings
right in the living units for visiting families and friends

of the residents. They are the ones who bring the outside
in. We need to see that ordinary community experiences will
beoome available to those residents who really cannot, for
the present, move beyond their living unit's boundaries.
Also, such residents need suoh experienoes within their
unit as offered at a drugstore counter, OT a half-way

apartment, eto. Other forms of community life oan hope-
fully become an integral part of residential living within
the grounds as long as ordinary community life remains
outside of these residents' coping oapaoity.

In conclusion I would like to state again that living spaoe
has to be designed to foster and sustain the size of group
that residents themselves oan beneficially manage. The
trend undoubtedly is toward smaller units. It is likely
that whatever we define as 'small' groups today will not
be sufficiently 'small' in ;-ears to come. Thus, living
units need to be designed to allow added sub-divisions
within the lifetime of the building. Above all, I trust
that you will remain mindful of the faot that at a future
date a person other than myself will introduce new ideas;
he will quiokly render our present concepts obsolete. In-
stitutional units in a society of change can no longer be
constructed as memorials to the builders, but rather they
need to be designed as an invitation for ohange by future
planners. New living units need to be built well -- that
istwell for a temporary set-up. We should weloome the ne-
cessary alterations as the struggle for new and more useful
oonoepts of residential architecture.
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LIVING UNITS FOR THE MILD AND MODERATE RETARDED

I suspect that these seesions will produce little that is

new to architects in the way of innovations in struotural

features, such as the design of toilet areas, reoreation

areas, classrooms, dining room's, dormitory accommodations,

but what may take place in this workshop is a change in

value orientation on the part of tho architect. This, I

submit, is most desirable and valuable to the field. I be-

lieve these sessions should serve as reality therapy for

architects who have assumed responsibility for designing

faoilities for the mentally retarded. The term " reality

therapy" has come into vogue among the helping professions,

particularly among correctional workers employed in de-

tention homes, reformatories, and prisons. The key oonoepts

in reality therapy -- an this is a gross oversimplification
of the reality therapy concept as developed by Dr. W, Glas-

ser -- are as follows:

lo The prinoiple of personal involvement on the part of the

therapist. Personal involvement implies total oommit-

ment and total participation in the life activities of

the youth in the institution.

2. The principle of oonoentration of effort and interest

on the present -- the here and now -- life of the in-

dividual. The past represents failure; the objeotive

is to make the present success experienoe.

3. The principle of behavior modification. This implies
bending all efforts to produce behavior that will lead

to satisfying, successful experiences in living.

What does this have to do with an architect charged with

responsibility for designing a first-rate faoility for the

mentally retarded? Let us examine the first principle in
reality therapy -- personal involvement.

Many of the speakers have implored the architect to beoome
intimately involved in the daily rhythm of life in the in-

stitution. Dr. Helsel reoommended. that the architect spend

several days at the institution for the purpose of obser-

ving the patterns of patient aotivitieo before going to the

drawing board. Spending time in the director's office or
consulting with professional staff represents, in essence,

only limited involvement on the part of the architect.
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All of us share equal responsibility for creating opportu-
nity and devising new approaches so that maximum feasible
involvement becomes a reality for the architect. kthorough
study of the process of involving the architect in early
planning of the facility might be the subject far future

architectural workshops.

Personal involvement by the architect also means discover-

ing the philosophy, the frames of reference of the profes-

sionals the providers of service. The difficult part in

the process,of consulting in a multi-disoiplined.setting
is identifying the elements of consensus regarding values
and methods in providing service among the staff members.
The arohiteot can serve as a unifying and coordinating
force in planning program development and design. It is

important to study the methodology employed by architects
in their effort to arrive at a desirable level of agree-
ment among the professionals employed in the institution.
I wonder whether arehitects have unwittingly created
blinders for themaelves in certain key areas of staff and
patient functions that prevent accurate, realistio assess-
ment of the needs of the users of the faoility.

The second principle or concept in reality stresses the
importance of the present. I believe that all of us suffer
from a oertain degree of social and cultural lag. We re-
ceived our professional education many years ago. Our
basic value orientations were established in family life
situations again, many years ago. Though we may pride
ourselVes on our forward look at life, we may be looking
through cloudy lenses. We may harbor oertain biases and
prejudices which distort our notion of the state of the
world. Self- awareness is hard to come by. Many people
spend thousands of dollars reposing on the couches of
analysts in search of the elusive goal of insight. My
point is that we are not really looking at the present as
it really exists; I question to what extent we really
understand the revolutionary change in concepts regarding
the capabilities of the mentally retarded for productive
living in today's world. Professionals who live and work
intimately with the handicapped must constantly re-eltamine
and reinforoe their belief in the potential of the handi-

capped for productive living. The architect who is really

a transitory or temporary agent in the process does not
have the proteotion of time and experience possessed by
the professional worker. It is important for the architeot
to examine the frame of reference employed by the profes-
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sional for assessing;the life's needs of the mentally
retarded. Is he present oriented? I

The third prinoiple in reality therapy is that of behavior
modification. I believe the arohiteot has enormous potenT.
tial for breaking down compartmentalization psychologically
as well as physically in the institution. If our aim in
faoility design is to achieve total integration of ser,-
Vi008, as opposed to oompartmentalization, then we must
avoid the trap of vested interests in professional domains.
Designing neat little compartments for various servioe
units may seive to enhanoe separatism and isolation; and
the arohiteot may have, in a real sense, negatively in
flumnoed the behavior of staff and patients.



Warren Johnson,
M.A
Director,
Portland Center
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Portland, Oregon

SOME CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGNING FACILITIES FOR THE DEAF

In introducing a discussion of facilities for the deaf we

must first define tho term "deaf". In oommon parlance,

anyone who has a hearing impairment is deaf. Generally

however, those people are not deaf, but rather hard of

hearing. Although they have lost part of their hearing

they usually continuo to have a substantial amount of

residual hearing. Residual hearing is the term applied

to the amount of hearing that remains after some of it

has been lost through sickness, disease, aooidento, aging,

eta. Thirty years ago the Conference of Executives of

American Sohools for the Deaf clarified matters by adop-

ting two definitions -- one for "the deaf," and the other

for "the hard of hearing." These definitions are as

follows:

The deaf: those in whom the sense of hearing is non-

funotional for the ordinary purposes of life. This general

group is made up of two distinot olasses based entirely on

the time of the loss of hearing: a.) the oongenitally deaf--

those who were born deaf; b.) the adventitiously deaf --

those who were born with normal hearing but in whom the

sense of hearing is non-funotional later through illness

or accident.

The hard of hearing: those in whom the sense of hearing,

although defective, is functional with or without hearing

aid.

Now somewhat muddying the waters of these olear definitions

is the fact that most deaf children have a small but useful

portion of tho auditory area that lies above the range of

usual audiometry. Therefore, many children who have been

termed "totally deaf" as a result of audiometrio tests

actually oan hear properly amplified sound. Silverman,

who has pointed this out, stresses that formal auditory

training is eseential to teach the deaf child to make use

of this remnant of hearing. Ths auditory area that remains

for these ohildren lies at high sound pressure levels near

the threshold of pain. These levyls can be reached for

communication only by moans of powerful hearing aids, both

individual and group aids. This dependenoe upon the use

of hearing aids and auditory training has important im-

plioations on the design of facilities for the deaf which

will be elaborated later.
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Another aspect of the training of a deaf child which should

be taken into consideration when designing faoilities for

the deaf is his need for speech-reading or lip-reading trai-

ning. The child with normal hearing learns to speak and de-

velope language beoause he hears. If I wore to turn off the

lights in this room now so that you could not see my face

and lips I oould still oommunicate with you through spoken

voioe because you have adequate hearing. But, if you were

deaf, our ability to communicate would be greatly impaired

since you would be dependent upon reading my lips and fa-

oial expressions. Children with impaired hearing depend

upon their Oyes to supplement their residual hearing. How

much they depend upon their eyes is in large measure de-

termined by the type and degTee of their hearing impair-

menta If they have little or no hearing, then vision be-

comes the primary sense through which communication is es-

tablished and maintained. This dependence upon the use of

vision to aid oommunication also has important implications

upon the design of facilities for the deaf.

In addition to the auditory and visual senses deaf children

are taught to make use of the taotile channel. The vibra-

tory or taotile sensory channel is most commonly used by

plaoing the child's fingertips or hands in contact with

his own or his teacher's face or head during speech leer,-

ning attempts. Some teaching techniques which train the

tactile sense emgoy the use of sounding boards, inoluding

pianos, drums, and diaphragms which are caused to vibrate

by speeoh and music. One deaf adult, according to Ewing,

testified to the importanoe of vibratory stimulation when
she oommented, "I feel the sound which I oannot hear and

in time I learn to reoognize the different sounds by their
vibrations; thus, when walking down the street, I can tell

when a bus is about to overtake me by the vibration it

gives out".

With the brief foregoing exposition, an attempt has been

made to set the stage for a discussion of the facilities
which will be needed in working with the deaf. In opening
this discussion first let us oonsider how sound behaves in

a room. Much of what follows is discussed in greater de-
tail in Ewing's book entitled, Educational Guidance and the

Deaf Child publidhed by The Volta Bureau, Washington, D.C.

In an open field, if we produoe a sound, the sound waves

spread out in all direotions from their source. The loud-

ness of the sound diminishes as the distanoe increases.
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The pattern of sound that we hear depends upon its source

and the environment in which we are listening. We would

all agree that the sound we hear within a room is different

from that which we hear in the open air, even though the

sound souroe is the came in both situations. In a room,

the walls and ceiling reflect the sound waves whioh hit

them. The shape and size of the room, whether it is empty

or furnished, tho materials of which the walls and oeiling

are made, the kinds of furnishings, the position of the

listener and other factors oan change the sounds which are

heard. The sound energy is eonfined by the walls and there-

fore the intensity level of a sound inside a room is more

than it would be out in the open air. Room surfaces re-

flect sound in much tho same way that they reflect light.

A portion of the sound energy striking the ceiling and wall

surfaces io reflected and the rest is either transmitted

through the wall or is dissipated as heat. The sound

which is not reflected is said to have been absorbed by

the surface. The splitting of the incident sound into

refleoted and absorbed portions depends mostly on the

construction of the walls and the materials of which thoy

are made. Smooth, perfectly rigid surfaces would tend to

reflect most of the incident sound-energy and absorb little

of it. Even though this situation does not exist, a hard

polished aurface tends to approach it. Generally, walls

are usually somewhat flexible and porous, so that sound

energy may be converted into hont by vibration and friction

and viscosity in the fine crevices and openings of the

material. As a rule, the greater the wall and ceiling

porosity the greater the absorption and the less the re-

fleotion. In a home, for example, the soft furnishings

in the living room are relatively good absorbers of sound,

whereas the ceramic tilos in the bathroom are good re-

flectors. Additional faetors that govern the degree of

absorption are frequenoy of the sound and the angle of in-

cidence. Draperies and other soft furnishings are usually
better absorbers of high frequencies than of low ones.

The absorption capacity of commeroially manufaetured acous-

tic tiles depends on porosity, and these are generally more

efficient at higher than at lower frequencies.

One of the consequences of reflection is that the sound-

level in a room is more or less uniform. If there were no

reflecting surfaces, the level of sound pressure would

fall off a000rding to the inverse square law as the distanoe

from the source increased. This happens high above the

ground in the open and in an aneohoio chamber, a room whose



walls are perfect absorbers. In an ordinary room the sound

pressure level at a point is a oombination of the sound

which has followed the direct path between the source and

the point and that whioh reaches the point indirectly, that

is, after refleotion. The direot wave predominates in the

immediate vicinity of the sound source, but beyond about

three to five feet from the souroe, the reflected waves pre-

dominate, and it is here that the sound level is more or

less uniform. ( See page 165 Eduoational Guidanoe and the

Deaf Child showing typical results of measurements obtained

by Ewing with sound-level meter in a variety of rooms con-

taining different amounts of absorption ).

An important acoustic' aspect which needs to be taken into

consideration in the design of facilities for the deaf is

reverberation. A well-known feature of the behavior of

sound in an unfurnished room is its hollow, echoing quality.

Suoh a room is said to be reverberant. The reverberation

of sound in a "live" room leads to a piling up of echoes

in such a way that both frequenoy and phase distortion are

introduced. The individual speech sounds tend to lose their

individuality, to run together into an unintelligible blur.

Sound travels at more than 1100 feet per second and there-

fore in an ordinary room there may be several hundred re-

fleotions of sound in a second. These repeated reflections

are the cause of reverberation, whioh is the name given to

the persistenoe of,sound in a room after the sound source

has ceased. The time for which the sound continues to ex-

ist depends on the rate of absorption in the room. Every

time that a sound wave is refleoted I some of ite energy

is absorbed. The intensity of sound coming away from a wall

is always less than that of the sound striking the wall

and thus, eventually, the sound dies away. If the walls

are good absorbers, the sound dies quickly. However, if

they are highly reflecting, it may remain audible for many

seconds. There are some ohurohes and halls in which it is

reported that sound oan be heard for more than ten seconds

after the source has stopped. Reverberation oan make speech

quite unintelligible and small audiences in large audi-

toriums often find it very difficult to follow a speaker.

In small rooms, suoh as many classrooms in schools for the

deaf, reverberation may make listening unpleasant, but it

is unlikely to make speech unintelligible to those with

normal hearing. A deaf child, however, is in a very dif-

ferent position when he is dependent to any signifioant

extent on a hearing aid. Differenoes in the patterns of
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sound which reach the two ears of a normal listener enable
him to locate its souroe and then to focus hip attention
on that source. In effect he is able to discriminate
against unwanted sound.

Although today many deaf children have been fitted with
binaural hearing aids, most hearing-handicapped children
with profound losses continue to use monaural fittings.
For these children therefore, a hearing aid has all the
disadvantages of listening with only one ear. For them a
hearing aid is a monaural hearing device; the microphone
oannot discriminate, it oannot focus its attention, it
must "hear" everything. This characteristic of monaural
hearing aids often makes listening in a room which may seem
acoustioally good to the normal hearer, quite intolerable
to a child depending on a hearing aid.

The reverberant quality of a room is often desoribed by its
"reverberation time." This is the time which it takes for
the sound-pressure level to fall to 60 decibels below its
initial value. The fall depends on the frequency of the
sound, because the absorption rate depends upon frequency.
Roughly speaking, the reverberation time is the time whioh
a sound oan be heard after the source has stopped. The
reverberation time of a classroom is usually more than a
second, and since a syllable takes only about a quarter
of a second to say, reverberation, by a masking process,
renders speech leso intelligible. In a three-syllable
word, for example, the last syllable may only be hoard
against a background of strong reflections of the eeoond .
syllable and weaker reflections of the first. The intel-
ligibility of speeoh depends mainly on consonants which
are generally made up of high-frequency sounds and are
much less powerful than vowel sounds. The frequency range
from 1000 through 8000 'voles per second, for example,
contains only 5% of the power of speech, but is respon-
sible for 60% of the intelligibility. Both of these char-
acteristics of vowels and consonants contribute to the
masking, for absorption takes plaoe chiefly at the higher
frequencies and the weaker consonants are swamped by the
oomparatively powerful vowel reflections. This effect is
olearly shown in results of tests of tilt, intelligibility
of speech which have been carried out in oonditions of
reverberation. The impairment of intelligibility caused
by reverberation has boon measured by Steinberg. He found
that the sounds most affected were short vowels, nasal
oonsonants, and stop consonants. Ewing reports that re-
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verberation times in.claserooms for the deaf are often
found to be of the order of 2 to 3 seconds. This is

much too high for the efficient use of hearing aids. Ex-

periments conduoted at lianohester University have shown

that in a typioal classroom, satisfactory results were

obtained when reverberation time was reduced to a half a

second by the use of suitable sound absorbing materials.

Tables of absorption coefficients of materials are avail-

able in the literature and from the manufacturers of sound-

absorptive products. Knudsen and Harris have published
comprehensive tables'of absorption coefficients which cover

both normal'building materials and materials designed for

aooustio absorption.

It is diffioult to lay down acoustic standards which can

be applied universally to rooms intended i'or children

using individual hearing aids. Ewing reports in general

that to oontrol reverberation, treatment of about one-

quarter of the total surfaoe area has given satisfactory

results in a classroom whose size and construction are

similar to those in many schools for the deaf. The treat-

ment should not be oonfined to any one surfaoe, such as

the ceiling. Knudsen and Harris say that, ideally, ab-
sorbing material should be positioned in patches at random
about the room for good diffusion of the sound field. In

schools for the deaf,treatment has usually been applied
to the ceilings and the upper parts of the walls, to be

out of the reaoh of children.

One further aoouctio aspect which needs consideration
when designing faoilities for the deaf is noise. Noise
has been defined by someone as "unwanted sound." It is
often said to be one of the main oharacteristics of our

modern life. A person with normal hearing oan understand
speech, despite oonsiderable background noise, because
his binaural hearing enables him to focus hio attention
on foreground speeoh while ignoring background noise.
However, a hearing-impaired listener who depends on a
monaural hearing aid to enhance his hearing may find noise
as troublesome a problem as reverberation. The micro-
phone of hie hearing aid pioks up both speech and noise

and amplifies them equally. Deafness may prevent a ohild
from hearing much of the amplified noise, but sounde
which have levels of the same order of magnitude as speeoh

will mask the speech. The masking effects of reverberation
and noise may not render speech wholly unintelligible,but
they may make listening a strain. Mental fatigue is ono

'
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of the harmful effects of noise and when hearing-handi-

capped children have to listen to speech against a noise

background, both learning and teaching are made more diffi-

cult. Some authorities have suggested that the presence

of noise and reverberation, and the extent to which they

mask speech may be one of the main reasons for the unwil-

lingness of some ohildren to use their hearing aids con-

sistently.

In a building one is faced with two different types of

noises. These are external airborne noises and internal

struoture-borne noises. Outside airborne noises ate car-

ried through openings suoh as open windows and doors and

cracks around ill-fitting windows and (:,00rs. Ventilating,

heating, and airconditoning ducts are aiditional examples

of air paths along which noise can be transmitted. Gaps

between a door and its frame oan also allow a great quanti-

ty of noise to enter a room. Ewing tells of a series of

readings which were made of the sound-level produced in

a room olose to a busy road. With the window open twenty

implies, the average level of noise in the room was about

60 decibels; with the eame window open only a fourth

of an in inch, the noise level in the room was still 46

decibels.. The peaks of noise, ofoourse, were much higher

than this. Doors and windows are good insulatoro against

noise only if they are tight fitting. Obviously, facili-

ties for the deaf should not be built near arterial roads,

railroads, airports, or industrial sites because of atten-

dant noises.

Internal, structure-borne noises are sometimes more of a

problem in a school for tho doaf than are oxtornal air-

borne noises. Partitions between rooms are oftnn sot into

vibration by sound waves incident upon them, and in this

way sounds originating in one room are transmitted into

an adjacent room. The sound insulating properties of

rigid partitions depend on their weight per unit area, and

on the frequency of sound. The heavier the wall, the more

difficult it is to set it into vibrations and, therefore,

the better the sound insulation. Each doubling of the

weight, will, on the average, increase the sound insulation

by about 4 or 5 decibels. The walls of a room may also

be set into vibration by impact sounds which may originate

:a great distance away. Impaot noise due to vibrating

heating or ventilating equipment, hammering, dragging fur-

niture across a floor, footsteps, etc., can be carried

through a building with high efficiency for sizable die-



tanoes. These impuleive noises can often be controlled at

their source by providing some resilient material to damp

the vibration before it reaches the area housing the hear-

ing-impaired child. A common example of this type of noise

transmission in frame construction is when the sound of

footsteps and the shifting of desks is passed through the

floor of a room to the room below. In new buildings much

oan be done to reduoe structure-borne noise by disoontin-

uous construotion.

What are aooeptable levels of noise in facilities for the

deaf? The iound level of noise that should be permitted

to enter a classroom for the deaf should not exceed 30 to

35 decibels, as measured by the A-scale of the sound level

meter. ( A sound level meter is an instrument including a

microphone, an amplifier, an output meter, and frequency

weighting networks for the measurement of noise and sound

levels in a specified manner.) This figure of 30 to 35

decibels, in turn determines the maximum level of noise

that can be accepted on a site where a facility for the

deaf is to be built. The paths of least resistance to

noise are the windows, which, if closed, will provide

up to 30 decibels of sound reduction. Thus, noise levels

up to 60 decibels are tolerable on the sitepprovided the

windows stay shut. Open windows provide little sound

reduction, but if noise levels are not greater than about

60 decibels they can probably be brought down to acceptable

levels by landscaping and careful layout of the buildings.,

Noise oan be reduced, ofoourse, by planting screens of

hedges, thiok shrubs, and trees. Windows can be arranged

to open only on the side away from the external noises.

Inside faoilities for the deaf the partitions between

classrooms and between corridors and classrooms should pro-

vide a sound reduction of about 45 decibels, according to

Ewing. A four and one half inch brick wall plastered on

both sides has a transmission loss of 40 to 45 decibels

and is satisfactory in this respect for normal noise levels,

but some modern light-weight partitions are very unsatis-

factory. Impact noises are frequently a problem. Often

in frame structures the frames are made of a variety of

members 'all rigidly fixed together and forming a number

of paths, continuous in one material, along whioh vibra-

tions are fairly easily transmitted. Impact noises oan be

controlled in such a structure by introducing changes in

the material of whioh the paths for sound are made. As

an example, a beam, instead of being rigidly fixed, may
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be supported on a resilient pad or spring.

This type of construction has been called discontinuous,

because discontinuities of material are introduoed in the

transmission paths and it attempts to isolate each unit

in the frame from eaoh other unit. The noise due to im-

paots on floors is one of the commonest sources of dis-

turbance. These disturbances can be greatly reduced if

all olassroom, corridor and internal oirculation floor

areas are finished with an appropriate resilient material.

Carpets with thick rubber pads are coming more and more

into use to help solve the problem. An extensive sot of

criteria for noise oontrol, based on A-weighted sound

levels, is given in the American Society of Heating, Refri-

gerating and Air-oonditoning Engineers Guide and Data

Book, Fundamentals and Equipment 1965-66, Chapter 14.

Since the deaf are dependent to a large extent on develo-

ping speeoh-reading skills they need the proper environ-

ment to enhance this learning. A poorly lighted room that

throws deep shadows on the speaker's face, or a seating

arrangement that forces the speech-reader to look into a

bright light is bad. The best possible practices in illu-

mination should be observed, wih optimum light but minimum

glare. The placement of seats in relation to light, type

of artificial lighting, numbers of bulbs, maintonanoe of

light fixtures; the coloring and sarfaces of furniture,

walls, and ceilings; the decoration of rooms -- all are of

importance to correct illumination. Enough light should

be provided so that closed oirouit television is possible

without auxiliary lighting.

If the facility for the deaf is to include provision for

testing the hearing of both normal and hearing-impaired

persons, thon specialized audiology rooms and equipment

will have to be provided. If persons with normal or near

normal hearing are to be given tests of hearing acuity,

then the room in which the testing is to be performed

should be properly sound-treated for excluding outside

interference. According to Snow, a normal-hearins listener

can respond to all of the test tones from 250 through 6000

cps at a hearing level of zero decibels if the band levels

within the test room do not exceed 40 decibels for tho

octave bands 150-300, 300-600, and 600-1200 cps; 47 deci-

bels for the octave bands 1200-2400 ops; 57 decibels for

the ootave band 2400-4800 cps; and 67 decibels for the

ootave band 4800-10,000 cps. Naturally, the amount of

attenuation of sound required to achieve the neoessary
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levels within the room will depend on the amount of noise

in the environment ih which the test room is plaoed. This

implies that the room should be isolated as muoh as possible

from extraneous sounds, and should be located away from

outside walls, busy hallways, elevators, musio room, and

heating and plumbing noises.

In designing an audiology unit for a faoility for the deaf

it would be well to heed the advice of Dr. Moe Bergman who

has written, "Experience gained in the planning of several

audiology clinics and in the inspootion of audiology units

indicates that audiologists should attampt only to, deter-

mine the basio architectural requirements peculiar to their

olinio plans and needs. The final construction plan should

be prepared by an architect competent in acoustics." He

oites several tragio examples where technical planning

without the advice of experts had unfortunate results.

In one instance a sound-proofed test room was construoted

at a cost of over $10,000 only to show a major construo-

tion tie between the regular olinio and a supposedly
"floated" wall of the audiometric test room. This nulli-

fied vibration isolation so that footsteps originating

outside were perceived clearly in the test room. In other

instanoes " sound-proof" rooms have been constructed for
audiometry where isolation and absorption are generally

satisfactory, but where sound enters the room through

doors not properly designed, or poorly seated or sealed,

or through ventilating ducts which transmit all the noises

of the outside corridors. Commeroially built prefabrioated

sound-proof hearing testing chambers are available and are

widely used to circumvent design diffioulties inherent

in many poorly engineered oarpontor-built rooms.

Many audiology facilities, especially those having research

studies as a part of their function will require an eleotro-

static shielding or grounding system. It is usually neces-

sary to shield the equipment of the acoustically controlled

area from the disturbing influences caused by ungrounded

fluorescent lights, eleotro-therapy equipment and other
electric emanations from mercury aro equipment. In addi-

tion to the use of the three-wire eleotrical system through-

out its new facility, one new audiology clinic provided

two special grounding systems. Two 40-ft ground rods were

installed beneath the basement floor. Since the water table

was found to be six feet below the basement, approximately

33 feet of each rod was in water. One ground system was
carried by heavy oopper wire in oonduit to ground terminals
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in all research laboratories as well as in the audiologioal

suites. This system provided a good earth ground, isolated
from the building electrioal ground, for the grounding of

special equipment. Great care was taken not to ground
equipment to the special ground without first eliminating

any tie to the building ground wire. /n this way isolation

was maintained and the speoial ground was kept free of

loops and noise.

In regard to fire alarm systems in faoilities for the deaf

both auditory and visual warning signals should be provided.
Appropriately placed red lighics whioh oan be flashed in
case of fire to alert the deaffas well as loud bell alarms

should be provided.

In this overview of some of the special design features
which need to be considered in planning faoilities for the
deaf, I have listed those features whioh I felt were of

prime importance. In view of the highly specialized nature
of the design of facilities for the deaf I urge you to
seek technical advice and consultation from specialists
in audiology, acoustics, and deaf eduoation as you plan.

The following references may be of further value to those
designing facilities for the deaf:

Acoustical Materials Assoo. (59 E. 55 St., New York, N.Y.)
Sound Absorption Coefficients of Architectural Acoustical

Materials.

Amerioan Industrial Hygiene Association, Industrial Noise
Manual, Detroit, Michigan, 14125 Prevost, 1966

ASHRAE Guide and Data Book, Fundamentals and EaRimalt,
New York; American Society of Heating, Refrigerating
and Air Conditioning Engineers, Chapter 14, 1965-66.

Beranek, L.L.(Ed.), Noise Reduction New York; McGraw -

Hill Book Co., 1907-

Clinic -- A Manual for Planning
Handica ed 9 Stockholm: Acta

Bergman, M., The Audiologio
nspLii,43 for Acoustic.i.
Oto-laryngologica, Suppl. 9,1950.

Bruel, P.V.9 Sound Insulation and Room Acoustics, London:

Chapman and Hall Publishers, 1951.
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Ewing, A.W.G. (Ed.),,Educational Guidance and the Deaf Child

Washington, D.C.: The Volta Bureau, 1537 - 35th St., N.W.

1954, Chapters 7 and 8, 160-187.

Geiger, P.R., Noise Reduotion Manual, P.B. 110828, OTS,

Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20025, 1952

Harris, C.M. (Ed.),Handbook of Noise Control. New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1957.

Boops, R.A.,"Intensity in Speech" in Speech Science,

Springfield, In.: Charles C. Thomas Publisher"v1960

Knudsen, V.0, and Harris, C.M., Acoustical Designing in

Architeoture. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1950.

Leith, W.R., "Colorado State University Speech&Hearing
Clinic," in Asha, Vol. 8, No. 7, July '66, 275-280.

Published by American Speech and Hearing Association,

9030 Old Georgetown Road, Washington, D.C., 20014.

National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Dept. of Commerce,

"Sound Absorption Coefficients of the More Common

Acoustic Materials," Letter, Circular, LC 870.

National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Dept. of Commerce,

"Sound Insulation of Wall and Floor Construotions,"
Building Materials and Structures Report, BMS 144, Feb.

25,1955; Supplement Feb. 27, 1956.

Peterson, A.P.G., and Gross, E.E.,Jr., Handbook of Noise
Measurement.(Sixth Ed.),West Concord, Mass., General

Radio Co. 4967

Sabine, H.J. 113EIS Noise-- Better Hearing,. Chicago: Celotex

Corp., 1950.

Snow, W.B.,"Audiometric Test Environment" (Chapt. 5) In

Glorig, A.M. (Ed.), Audiometry: Principles and Prac-

tises. Baltimore: The Williams & Wilkins Co., 1965

Steinberg, J.C.t "Effects of Distortion on the Recognitien

of Speech Sounds," Journal Acoustical Society of America,

19299 Vol. I, 121-137.

Stevens, S.S. (Ed.), Handbook of Experimental
New Yorks John Wiley & Sons, 1951.
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Charles Woodcock,
Superintendent,
Oregon School for
the Blind,
Salem, Oregon

FACILITIES FOR THE BLIaVRETARDED

I am here to talk about physical plant facilities for blind
children in a residential situation. It is impossible to
discuss the subject intelligently without looking at the
program, without considering why the program exists, what
the goals of the program are, what the philosophy of tho
school is, and what the curriculum contains. To relate
this to you I plan to tell you about our Philosophy, our
goals, and our curriculum, and at the same time dhow you
some special features that are being developed on our
campus to-enhance the program.

The Oregon State Sohool for the Blind is administered by
the .0regon State Board of Control, and has been in exis-
tenoe since 1873. Over the years it has developed to the
point where the campus now contains seven modern buildings,
a boiler plant and maintenance repair shop and a series
of etorerooms and garages. Those buildings are looated
on a 7i aore campus just six blocks south of the State

Capitol.

Few, if any of ust concerned with planning and program-
ming for visually impaired students in residential situa..
tions will ever have the opportunity to plan and create
from the beginning a faoility just as we would wish.
Therefore we must learn to modify existing facilities to
meet our needs, or to add those features whioh are not
in existence.

At our Oregon State School for the Blind there are seven
major buildings with which students oome in contaot during
the course of the day. Ours is a campus-style school, as
opposed to one having facilities such as living quarters,
kitchen, dining room, school under one roof.

Having inherited this physical plant, what can I do to
make it relevant to today's program? This oampus has one
building ereoted in 1926, another in 1935, and the rest
built in the late 1950's. As we think of our philosophy
today 9 we believe the visually handicapped child is Zirst
a child. His emotions, desires, and needs to learn are
fundamentally the same as those of other ohildren. His
means and methods of learning, and of meeting these needs
willof necessity, vary in some areas. We must make of
him a well functioning individual in this society, not a
person who oannot see, but a blind person using the senses
he has most effectively.

,
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Our goals are:

1. Education: To assist blind and visually impaired ohild-
ren to attain a level of individual mastery of their
physical, social, emotional, academic) and spiritual, world.

2. Interpretation: To assis the publio to attain an in-
formed status about the many visual defioit conditions,
and the implications of these conditions for personal
adjustment and individual competence within the context
of community living.

3. leadernhiRs To assist the staff to develop further their
capabilities, attitudes and level of satisfaction, to
promote the effectiveness of their performance in their
many roles in the school.

4. Research: To provide a setting for school staff and other
qualified investigators for the oontinuous,exploration
of problems associated with visual impairment. Such ex-
ploration would be direoted toward discovering new know-
ledge, new approaches, new materials, and toward perfec-
ting existing methods and materials to enhanoe the oom-
munity effort in behalf of blind and visually iMpaired
children.

5. PartioiTations To contribute as an integral member agenoy
to the oommunity welfare.

On our oampus we are continually searching to determine
what is missing and what can be done to move the program
forward. The most serious problem brought about by blind-
ness is sensory deprivation, so we must think about this
as we oreate our physical plant and develop our program.
Oar Sensory Stimulation Center, for example, is designed
to overcome this deficit, and is the result of a series
of conferences with teaohers and administrators working
with a creative architect.

We are thinking about new concepts for dormitory lifo.
With our present population we need comething other than
a dormitory with a series of rooms off the oenter hall.
We need an area for teaching living skills, we need an
area for recreation, and we need to think in terms of stu-
dents living in units, rather than big boys here, little
boys there, boys in this buildings, girls in another.
Learning takes place in the dormitory as well as in the
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classroom building. See learning as living through meaning
ful situationat and hrve your program based upon the needs,
interests, and capacities of the children. Our residence
hae been modified to inolude an area for recreation, ()rafts,
cooking, and the teaching of living skills. The building
was raised to provide a space for reoreation underneath,
where children can play with little supervision. Finally,
the new building has been oarefully tied to the old, so that
it remains a very attractive structure.

In a proposed park, on an undeveloped area of the campus,
we plan to provide activity centers, such as an animal
shelter, draw bridges, oanal for boating, fruit trees,
herb garden, fire pit, junk yard, and many other things.

All building on our campus is done to enhanoe the program.
No program should be oreated to enhanoe a building. And,
all planning must be for the future. This oompels us to
think before building, to plan before progressing, and to
stuay the needs before stepping forward, because oonorete
and briok buildings that we erect will be with us, and
with generations to come.
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JOINT MENTAL HEALTH/MENTAL RETARDATION FACILITIES

9 Community mental health and mental retardation centers are

new kinds of faoilities. As part of a national trend these
health services are now to be oommunity-based, oommunity.

operated, and community-oentered.

Traditionally we have hidden these problems. Now, identity

and visibility aro given to promote care, prevention, and

to remove stigma. Identity is an important part of the

approach.

Combining mental health facilities with mental retardation

facilities leads to questions: Should'they be part of a to-

tal health services oenter? Should they be combined?

Should they be independent? Should they be affiliated but
retain separate identities? What are the aims, and what oan

arohiteoture do to promote them?

Much depends on levels of sophistication, previous orien-

tation, sponsoring agencies, power structure, financing.
In short, eaoh oommunity will need its own solution.

As arohiteots we have to understand tho new direotion and
translate patterns of care into physical solutions. For

our firm this understanding takes place in programming.

Architeotural programming is the most important phase in
design, because it is cooking for the problem. It requires
a joint effort by two groups: the health facility staff,

and the arohiteotural otaff. Together the groups form a

team. The client defines therapy modalities. The archi-
tect is responsible for site and spaoe analysis. Together
as a team we define facts and identify concepts. Then we
analyze data to determine needs, and finally we seek the
uniqueness of the project.

Clients purohase facilities. The client ( staff, adminis-
tration or board) is rarely trained in architecture and may
not have been involved in a building program before. An
eduoational process is necessary.

We teaoh the client the potentials of architecture. He
teaches us his specialty. Rather than talking and going
away to draw,we move our team into a temporary offioe in
or near the olient's home base. We want our team to be
part of the total experience, to have the opportunity for
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continued and informal interaction with the client. By
making the client part of the team we reap the benefits of
interdisoiplinary interaotion.

It is important that responaible persons with complete

authority to make decisions are designated. Only in this

way oan communication be effective. Teohniques to aohieve

good communications are important. The written word is

only partially effective. We use flow diagrams to explain
relationships of elements. We try to diagram every faot;

every concept, and rely on the written word in only a limi-
ted way. Graphic analysis cards are used to present each
statement, to translate verbal to visual. We demonstrate
our understanding of information and provide feedback to

the whole team.

We break the process into two phases. The first defines
basic concepts; the second provides detailed information
for design development. The heart of our process is a

simple step-by-step methods
1. Establish aime
2. Collect, organize, and analyze facts
3. Uncover and develop concepts
4. Determine needs
5. State the problem
6. Investigate possible alternative solutions
7. The solution

Establish aims

Eaoh oenter has particular objectives and polioies for
achieving these goals. Goals provide inspiration for design
and are usually disoussed at the beginning. They must be
oaptured and documented then,lest they be lost in the
avalanche of later details.

A most basic goal is community orientation. We emphasize
that these facilities were at ono time solf-oentained com-
munities -- difficult to get into or out of. Now they have
to relate to the outside world. We emphasize that not just
the individual nor the family, but the entire oommunity is
the foous of concern.

Another goal is to have coordinated services, so that the
patient and his family are not fragmented in order to re-
ceive treatment. Naturally this leads to the requirement
that the oenter establish a continuing relationship with
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the patient/family unit.

It is important that the faoility be non-institutional.
Effects of physical environment are not easily measured.
Surely privacy, dignity, and security affeot physical and
mental attitudes.

Collect antani. ze fe.cLLs

Among the facts are numbers, activities, spaces, aspeots
of codes, site andoaturallitcost and time. On one level
the concern is with who, where and how many; on the other
the olient as a team member has to contribute his factual
and functional requirements. For example: the patient's
sensory mechanisms are altered. Surrounding conditions can
produce or aggravate illness or promote health and recovery.
All spaces produoe reactions positively to promote func-
tion, or negatively. There is no neutral area to which
people do not reaot.

First the individual patient tends to perceive the whole
of his physioal environment, before being able to define
or oomprehend details. Therefore, space organization must
give clear initial and continuing orientation.

As with any facility, the problems deal with human wants
and needs. The more design oonsiders an individual's digni-
ty, the more it is tailored to fit his physical, emotional,
and psyohologioal needs the more positive the response
will be.

Unoover and develop concepts

We use some basio concepts as a general test of programs:
a. Flexibility: Growth may require change, but building
for ultimate flexibility is expensive. We must look for
ways to allow ohange that will not require major physical
alterations. Versatility oan be achieved by having spaoes
that can accommodate more than one type of aotivity or
disoipline.
b. Centralized or decentralized services: Is there one
dining area, for example, or are there snack bars and other
dining areas? Generally the choice of centralization ver-
sus decentralization of services depends on preferred flow
through the building, and preferred interaction of residents.
o. Compartmentalization or integration of space: In either
oase muoh space is devoted to staff offices. Integration

, '
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of the many office/treatment spaoes allows them to be

grouped by discipline, or by team units without regard

to particular discipline, based on administrative de*i
sion at any particular time.

Determine Needs

If needs are not determined during the programming phase,

we will have a vague program and an unbalanoed budget. For

example, in order to balance need and oost we made one

offioe study for a center and found:

a. That stafr needed a small home base out of which to work;

b. That after a relationship between staff member and pa

tient was established, it was possible to mows location

of therapy without affecting progress.
Therefore we programmed fairly small staff offices with

convenient shared conference/consultation spaces. In the

final analysis approximately 25% more programmed spaoe

was provided within the established site and budget.

State the Problem

The facility is not a freestanding piece of sculpture, but

is a part of the total community. Different site situations

produce different responses to the need for visibility.

The Manhattan Community Mental Health Center has physioal
limitations due to existing subways. The site is new. It

was created by closing a main traffio artery to make a

superblook. In design the existing pedestrian pattern

was used to take the oommunity through a oentral garden
oourt as part of its normal daily movement, placing it

in constant oontaot with the facility.

A different solution was applied in the equally urban

Maimonides Community Health Center, where the restricted

site was tucked between the hospital and the community.

In our solution we related the new center to the existing

community by careful architectural massing, using briok

and arohes.

A semiurban site to be developed for the Texas Children's

Hospital and Baylor University Mental Retardation Center

in Houston presented another problem. Sinoe visibility is

primarily from automobiles, the building had to make its

first impaot as a mass from a distance.
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After visibility anecontaot there is need for tx-ansition4
Design has to invite, to provide a transition between ex
terior and interior that allows easy movement into services.

At the Manhattan Communit7 Health Center, the central court
is the transition area. It allows view of movement in wai
ting and circulation spaces whioh are placed above oourt
level to preserve privacy.

At Maimonides transition is by a sunken exterior court,
reached by ramp and steps. The court opens circulation
and waiting spaoes to enough publio view to indicate ease
of flov4 but not enough to erase privacy.

Uouston'i.: olimate led us to provide a great covered spaoe
as the entry/transition area around which tho building ele
ments are looated. Here child play, sitting areas, and
landscaping ease transition.

Clear, oomprehensive organization is essential. Circulation
patterns must provide orientation and promote interaction.
If the site is large, the solution may be similar to a sub
urban dhopping oenter -- a mall with elements around it.
If the problem has to be solved vertically, the elements
have to be stacked. Consequently we have to find ways to
foster easy visual as well as physical vertical flow.

When we continue the process into the interior design we
find three additional requirements: .

a. Residentialization, or fitting the environment to indi
vidual needs. This does not mean making it a home. A
person using the center should know where he is. He
must not be confused by pretending that the faoility is
his home.

b. Aesthetio obsolescence. We oannot expect a.facility to
remain pristine forever. If we want permanence in ma
terials, textures and colors we are automatically limi
ted to the flat, slick, and shiny. Even if we did se
lect by maintenance standards alonelwe could not achieve
absolute Armanence. Actually, periodio change is bene
fioial since people need the stimulation of change.

0. Territoriality. Eaoh resident has his personal needs,
for example: we provide taokboards in patient rooms.
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We know that people add their own photograPhs and potted
plants, therefore we select furniture aocordingly. For
orientation we vary color and shade from area to area.
Essentially the baokground is quiet,and color is in
ohangeable items like fabrics and prints.

Eaoh center, whether for Mental Health or Mental Retardation,
will differ. Programs will vary:depending on the patients'
handioaps. But in all facilities we deal with a complex
network of interdependent space relationships. Generally
we arrange elements into four major groups:

1. Reception: The first contact area, the place where
initial rapport is established, the plaoe for primary
diagnosis.

2. The Living Unit: The home base for 24-hour patients.

3. Administration
4. The Community Core: Aotually the major portion of the

facility. The section in which involvement of patients,
staff, and parents is forced, so that it becomes a. a
community within itself; b. a community within the grea-
ter community; o. a oommunity-oriented service, training
and research unit.

Reception normally incorporates a lobby, admitting office,
cashier, pharmacy, and waiting areas for adults and child-
ren. The children's waiting area should be a series of
supervised play spaces. This would offer an early oppor-
tunity for staff to observe and evaluate.

In the Livinj: Unit we require flexibility. Rooms may have
to be adapted from one age or pathological condition to
another. In addition several training, diagnosis, or treat-
ment programs may be in operation at the same time. To
satisfy these needs the living unit might be designed as
several sub-units, each oapable of being operated indepen-
dently from a central control station.

Executive and Business Administration should be located
out of main patient traffio routes, but ahould still be
within easy access.

The Community Core would consist of six basic areas: a.
Evaluation, diagnosis and treatment Clinios; b. Day manage-
ment center; o. Habilitation and/or Rehabilitation; d. Di-
ning; e. Speoialized Training areas; f. Group meeting fa-
cilities.
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The evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment clinic) will con-

tain staff offioes and diagnostic and diagnostic areas.

Except where separation is required for medical examina-

tion, speeoh and hearing, offices could be grouped in

small units. The aim would be to form identifiable, almost

oottage-like sections that allow functional departmentali-

zation. People could be grouped by discipline or team.

The day center would be concerned with management of those

patients using tho faoility for one-half day or longer.

Management includes day care and education as well as or-

ganization of patient movement through other disciplines.

A day center may inolude speoial education, quiet and ac-

tive game areas and lounge and conference spaces. The

same area could be used for night patients, if sleeping

spaces are provided.

Habilitation/Rehabilitation services include pre.vooational,

occupational, physical and recreational therapies. Develo-

ping programs indioate a more interdisciplinary approaoh

toward the four services, requiring easy movement between.

Food service might be for in-patients, day and night pa-

tients, out-patients, family and staff members. A defined

load must be established. However the load may change due

to changing programs and needs. For example, patients in

a living unit may or may not be ambulant; they may be able

to dine in a oentral area, or may remain in their rooms.

We see that ono method of operation cannot be frozen in-

flexibly into tho structure.

Specialized training areas are plaoes where the patient is

not usually involved. These could be laboratories, a pro-

fessional and family library, a staff lounge, and an audio-

visual oenter to control the developing need for extensive

electronic capability.

Group meeting facilities should be flexible, designed for

use by patient, staff, and the community.

In sum, good programming provides a sound basis for respon-

sible design. Through it we find the uniqueness of a pro-

ject, we learn to understand the problems. A mental health/

mental retardation facility must be: 1. A simple building,

yet house a complex function; 2. A building that responds

to the special needs of patients; 3. A building that in-

vites interaotion, rather than repels it; 4. A'building

that openly invites the oommuniti to enter.
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CONSULTANTS TO THE CONFE Di CE AND LIST OF REGISTRANTS
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CONSULTANTS TO THE CONFERENCE

Mattson, Robert, Ed.D.

Professor of'Eduoation, University of Oregon, EUgene, Oregon

Carlson, Leroy 0.,M.D.
Assistant Professor of Pediatrios, University of Oregon,

Portland, Oregon

Maier, Henry W., Ph.D.
Sohool of Social Work, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.

Hensley, Gene, Ph.D.

Director, Rehabilitation and Speoial Eduoation Program for

Western Interstate Commission for Higher Eduoation (WICHE)

University of*Colorado, Boulder, Colorado

Palmer, Densley H., Ph.D.

Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Univer

sity of Washington, Seattle, Washington

Lillywhite, Herold, Ph.D.

Direetor, Speech and Hearing Clinic), University of Oregon,

Medical School, Portland Oregon

Robert B. Sather
Seward Elementary Sohool, Taooma, Washington

Hornbeok, Mrs. Dazey L.

Fairview Hospital and Training School, Salem, Oregon

Mumford, Miss Barbara
Rainier Sohool, Buckley, Washington

Barnard, Miss Kathryn
University of Washington, Seattle, Waehington

Scott, Mzs. Florenoe
Mat6rnal'Ohild Health Section, State Board of Health,

Portland, Oregon
'
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LIST OF REGISTRANTS

Miss Georgia Lee Abel
Professor of Eduoation
San Franoisoo State Conn.",
San Francisco, California 94132

Donald Allison
Maine Assooiation for Retarded Children

269i Water Street
Augusta, Maine 04330

Miss /da Axelrod
Publio Health Consultant
National Assoo. for Retarded Children
420 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

E. Altan Balta, AIA
210 E. Huron Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108

Miss Kathry Barnard
University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington 98105

Niran C. Bates
State Director, Publio
Improvements Program,
Augusta, Maine 04330

Melvin W. Boo
Architeots & Engineers
28- lst Rangeway
Waterville, Maine

Bertram Berenson, AIA
Director, Division of Architecture
Hampton Institute
Hampton, Virginia 23368

Byron Berhow
Superintendent, State Sohool for
the Blind
Vanoouver, Washington 98663

Richard S. Bowles, Jr. AIL
65 Roosevelt Avenue
Valley Stream, New York 11582'

Botty Bowman
Macomb County ARC
29850 Parkway
Roseville, Ilichigan

William K. Bowne
Governor's Interagency Council for MR
Box 5, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas

James A. Brew
DKR, R&SS, DHEW
4040 Fairfax Drive
Arlington, Virginia

Leon Bridges, AIA
3700 Ranier Street
Soattle, Washington 98144

John W. Broome, AIA
Oregon Council of Architoots
P.O.Box 16130
Portland, Oregon 97216

Thomas Caldwell
130 S. Kirsh Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan

D. L. Callicrate, M.D.
Fairview Hospital and Training Center
Salom, Oregon

Leroy O. Carlson, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
University of Oregon
Portland, Oregon 97203

Rita Charron
Michigan Association for MR
1408 Gardenia
Royal Oak, Michigan

SteVien Chiovaro
Superintendent, Montana Training
School and Hospital
Boulder, Montana 59632
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ldon Christensen
tlzhiser, Seder & Rhodes,
rohiteots
gene, Oregon 97401

obert B. Church, AIA
6406 Dean Hill Drive

oxville, Tennessee 37919

Italph O. Coleman, Ph.D.
University of Oregon Medical Sohool
Portland, Oregon

4

*Calvin C. Cooper
State Board of Control
775 Court Street, N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310

Fred Cook
tDept. of General Administration
Div. of Engineering and Arehiteeture

1

218 General Administration Building
Olympia, Washington 98502

Mrs. Harry R. Cress
Delaware ARC
P.O.Box 1896

; Wilmington, Delaware 19803

Judith Wolf Crutoher
Lewis Crutoher & Associates
Arohiteots
213 SW Ash
Portland, Oregon 97204

, Charles Dell
Assistant Director,

;Dept. of Institutions
Helena, Montana

1 James R. Deremiah, A/A
0 West Adams Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85003

Robert H. Dietz, AIA
Dean, School of Architecture
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98105'

Marvin B. Dinsmore
NARC Board Member
200 5th Avenue, N.W.
Decatur, Alabama 35601

Ruth DuPuis
Speech & Hearing Program
Portland Publio Schools
3220 N.E. Beech Street
Portland, Oregon 97212

Lowell D. Eriokson
Waldron & Dietz, Arohiteota
Seattle, Washington

James Faliok, AIA
Caudill, Rowlett, Scott, Arohiteots
3636 Richmond Avenue
P.O. Box 22427
Houston, Texas 77027

Favrot, Jr. AIA
929 Howard Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70113

Curtis Finch, AIA
Portland Chapter
920 S.W. 13th
Portland, Oregon

Joseph Pram
Superintendent,
Yakima Valley Sohool
Selah, Washington 98942

James R. Franklin, AIA
360 McClellan Building
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402

Arnold G. Gangnes, AIA& NARC
Arnold G. Gangnes, Architect & Assoo.
718 Seaboard Building
Seattle, Washington 98101

H. Brandt Gessel AIA
214 E. Biroh Street
Walla Walla, Washington 99362
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Robert Gettings
National Assoo. for Retarded Children
New York, N.Y.

Duane Gilmore
Building Contractor, ARC
1425 Lowell Drive
Walla Walla, Washington 993

William J. Goleeke
United ,Cerebral Palsy of King 0.
4409 Iriterlaken Avenue North
Seattle, Washington 98103
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Mrs. William Gordon
Chairman, NARC Child
Service Committee
5022 S.E. 45th
Portland, Oregon 97

Marie Goth
Assooiation for Re
5700 Loyola Avenue
New Orleans, Lou siana

Care
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Orval Graham, A/A
Johnson, Graham & Associates
310 Pratt Building
Billings, Montana 59101

Harold T. Gulliksen, AIA
2204 California Road
Elkhart, Indiana 46514

Howard H
Universit
326 East
Ann Arb

en, AIA
y of Michigan
Hoover
r, Michigan

Charles Hall, AIA
2318 Vyoming Street
Billings, Montana 59102

John M. Hammond
University of Utah
73 South 4th East
Salt Leke City, Utah

Elsie D. Helcel, Ph.D.
United Cerebral Paley Association
1601 W. Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43223

Gene Honsley, Ph.D.
Director, Rehabilitation and Special
Education Program for Western Inter
state Commission for Higher Eduoation
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Mrs. Dazey L. Hornbeok
Fairview Hospital & Training Center
4940 Sunny Side Road, S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97302

Manuel J. Inello, ARC
19 Prinoeton Street
Danvers, Massachusetts

Roger T. Johnson, AIA
1645 Hennepin Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Warren Johnson
Director, Speech and Hearing Center
University of Oregon
Portland, Oregon 97203

Coryl LaRue Jones
National Institute of Mental Health
Chevy Chase, Maryland

Ralph E. Jorgenson
o/o Arnold Gangnes
718 Seaboard Building
Seattle, Washington

Frank Junkin
Superintendent, Firorest School
15230 15th N.E.
Seattle, Washington

Franois P. Kelley
Superintendent, Mansfield Training
Sohool,M4nsfield Depot, Conn.
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R. Kennerly
RC Board
ensboro, North Dakota

ayton Kick
ssistant Executive Director for
gram Services

ational Assoc). for Retarded Children
20 Lexington Ave.
ew York, N.Y. 10017

hn Koohrian
rector, Edmonds Sohool Distriot

lant Faoilities
dmonds, Washington

alph R. Koch, AIA
00 North Phillips Street
ioux Falls, South Dakota 57102

red J. Krause
lifornia Counoil for Retarded Children

107 9th Street
aoramento, California

soar Kurren, Ph.D.
ohool for Social Work
ortland State College
633 Parklivenue
ortland Oregon

elen B. Linehan, R.N.
apeer State Home and Training Sohool
peer, Michigan 48446

Sandra MoClennen
pvgram Director for the Blind
1P1yimuth State Home and Training Sohool

iihmthville, Michigan

J. Eugene McKee, AIA
lremms Department of MOIR
Box SvCapitol Station
Austin, Texas 76751

une McNally
Illinois Association for MR
343 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois 60604

Henry W. Maier, Ph.D.
Group Work Specialist in

Living Situation
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98105

G. D. Maniac:4, Mac
President, Michigan ARC
Gladstone, Michigan

Nancy Mattek
Division of Mental Retardation
135 West Hanover Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Robert Mattson
Professor of Education
University of Oregon
Portland, Oregon 97203

Allen R. Menefee
President's Committee on vat
Washington , D. C.

Robert C. Mention
Stearns, Mention &I Morris, Architects

40 W. 8th Street
Eugene, Oregon

Oonevieve Morrie
Idaho Department of Health
Boise, Idaho 83701

Jonathan T. Morey, A/A
c/o Kramer, Hirsch & Carohidi
42 W. Lafayette Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08608

Helen W. Mott
Illinois Association for MR
343 South Dearborn Street
CLioago, Illinois 60604

Walter C. Moyle
Montana Department of Health
Helena, Montana

R. J. Munzenrider
Montana Department of Health
Helena 9 Montana
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Miss Barbara Mumford
Rainier School
Buokley, Washington 98321

Charles 3. Nelson
Executive Secretary,
Governor's Committee on MR
2570 Center Street, N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310

.R.E. Newhall, Architect
Longview, Washington

William C. Oliver, Ed.D.
Director of Special Eduoation
Monterey County Departm nt of
Publio Education, P.O.Box 851
Salinas, California

Gene Osborn
State Board of Control
775 Court Street, N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310

Densley H. Palmer, Ph.D.
Department of Physioal Medicine
and Rehabilitati n
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98105

Mrs. Paul L. Patterson
Oregon Society for Crippled Children
Committee for Employment of the
Handioapped
1730 S.W. M
Portland, 0

rtha Street
regon 97201

Robert W. Perry
Colorado State Hospital
Pueblo, Colorado

GordOn,Peterson
Dept. of General Administration
Division of Engineering & Axohiteoture
218 G neral Administration Bldg.
Olympia, Washington 98502

William A. Phipps, AIA
Doudna-Williams-Phipps
633 Miller Building
Yakima, Washington

James Pomeroy, M.D.
Medical Superintendent, Fairview
Hospital and Training Center
Salem, Oregon

Robert L. Prairie
Mental Health Division
Salem, Oregon

Robert B. Prioe, AIA
4303 Ruston Way
Tacoma, Washington 98402

Donald Puderbaugh
Campbell4lichael -Yost, Architects
2040 S.W. Jefferson Street
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